
 
 

ABSTRACT 

GOODSON, DREW MICHAEL. Factors Associated with Upward Transfer at a Rural 

Community College (Under the direction of Dr. Duane Akroyd). 

 

Upward transfer is the process by which students begin their higher education at a 

Community College or other two-year institution and then transfer to a four-year institution to 

complete their bachelor degree. Community Colleges are important to the transfer process 

because they enroll large numbers of college students, provide access to college for many 

students who otherwise could not attend, and upward transfer has always been a part of their 

mission.  

This study uses quantitative analytical research methods and a retrospective explanatory 

non-experimental (causal-comparative) research design applied to internally generated secondary 

data gathered from a rural community college over several semesters. It examines the 

demographic, pre-college, academic, environmental, and financial aid variables that impact 

upward transfer using binary logistic regression. 

The study found that ten of the fifteen variables examined had a statistically significant 

relationship with upward transfer. Earning a degree had the largest impact on upward transfer, 

with rural community college students who earned a degree being almost six times more likely to 

transfer upward than those who did not. Family income, full-time enrollment, and being ready 

for college level math were found to have a medium impact on upward transfer, while other 

variables had a small impact on upward transfer. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Introduction 

Upward transfer is the process by which students begin their higher education at a 

Community College or other two-year institution and then transfer to a four-year institution to 

complete their bachelor degree. Community Colleges enroll 45% of all undergraduates in the 

United States, or approximately 7.7 million students (AACC, 2015). From their creation in the 

early 1900’s, transfer has always been an important part of the community college mission 

(Budd and Stowers, 2015), and community colleges open access design allows individuals who 

might not otherwise qualify to attend college an opportunity to earn a bachelor’s degree.  

 Nationally, between 50% and 80% of new community college students indicate their 

intent is to transfer and earn a bachelor’s degree (Handle, 2013), yet 60% fail to transfer to a 

four-year institution (Rodriguez-Kiino, 2013). While transfer rates from community college to 

four-year institutions can vary widely depending on the data used, parameters selected, and time 

frame considered, the rate clusters around 25% (Cohen, Brawer, and Kisker, 2014).   

While the 25% upward transfer rates reported by Cohen and others are uncomfortably 

low, the community college students who successfully transfer to a four-year institution do well 

at attaining bachelor degrees. Adelman (1999) found that 70% of community college students 

who actually transfer to a four-year institution earn a bachelor degree. Lichtenberger and 

Dieterich (2013) found a less than 1% difference in bachelor degrees earned between students 

who transferred from the community college and students who initially began their college 

career at a four-year institution.   

From a national perspective, North Carolina is especially interesting regarding 

community college upward transfer rates and bachelor degree completion. Data from the 
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Community College Research Center (Jenkins and Fink, 2016) shows that NC is near the bottom 

of states in terms of overall Community College transfer out rates (upward transfer). However, 

the same report finds that NC public colleges and universities rank ninth nationally in terms of 

community college students who transfer upward and ultimately complete their bachelor degree 

(upward transfer degree attainment). This national data suggests that NC community colleges do 

not transfer as many of their students to four-year institutions as other states but those students 

who do transfer outperform students from other states in terms of bachelor degree attainment.  

One conclusion to draw from the data suggests that improving community college upward 

transfer could lead to greater bachelor degree completion in NC. Community college leaders are 

motivated to improve transfer rates and college transfer performance has been identified as one 

of seven measures by which all 58 community colleges in NC are evaluated (NCCCS 

Performance Measures, 2018). 

Work by Freeman and Conley (2008) suggested that attending a rural high school was an 

indicator that transfer to a four-year institution is significantly less likely. In NC, eighty of the 

one hundred counties are considered rural (Cline, 2019). When we consider the rural urban 

divide in the state, where core urban areas are experiencing higher rates of population growth 

and economic prosperity then their rural counterparts, the ability of NC community colleges 

(most of which are rural) to understand and effect their upward transfer rates becomes even more 

important, for the colleges, their students, and the communities in which they live. 

Furthermore, the country needs more bachelor’s degree attainment. Carnevale and Rose 

(as cited by Handle, 2013) argue for the need for 20 million postsecondary educated workers by 

2025, 15 million of which will need a bachelor’s degree and Reindl (as cited by Handle, 2013) 

estimates the country needs 19.6% more bachelor’s degree holders then we are currently 
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producing to meet workforce needs. For continued economic success, the U.S. must improve its 

college completion numbers. Carnevale, Rose, & Cheah (2011) also found that earning a 

bachelor degree leads to a significant increase in average lifetime earnings, providing benefits to 

the individual as well as the work force. These students also are more involved in their 

communities and show greater civic participation (Freeman and Conley, 2008). 

Community Colleges serve significant numbers of college students and upward transfer is 

an important part of the colleges’ missions. Many community college students indicate they want 

to transfer to a four-year school, but large numbers of those students are not doing so (Handle, 

2013; Rodriguez-Kiino, 2013; Crisp and Nunez, 2014). Community College students who 

successfully transfer to four-year institutions are often successful in obtaining a bachelor degree 

(Adelman, 1999; Lichtenberger & Dieterich, 2013). This combination of high intent to transfer 

upward by community college students, low actual community college student upward transfer 

rates, and high bachelor degree attainment rates of community college students that successfully 

transfer to four-year intuitions suggest that improving student upward transfer rates are a valid 

goal for community colleges. When coupled with the economic benefits for the individual and 

the workforce, improving community college transfer rates seems even more important.  

Understanding the factors that are associated with community college student upward transfer 

(both positively and negatively) is vital if community college leaders are to attempt to improve 

transfer rates. Specifically, community colleges should understand the characteristics of their 

students who successfully transfer (as well as those who are unsuccessful) in order to better serve 

all transfer students. 
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The Problem 

The nation needs more students to complete bachelor degrees. Community Colleges 

enroll over 45% of college students in the United States. Community Colleges also have 

provided access points for minorities and women to enter higher education for many years 

(Townsend, 1999) and the transfer function allows these students a path to a bachelor degree that 

otherwise might not be available. In a time of tight state budgets, community college upward 

transfer is a significantly lower cost way to earn a bachelor degree. For all of these reasons, 

Community College upward transfer is an important component of increasing bachelor degree 

attainment and better understanding the factors associated with student upward transfer can help 

community colleges innovate to ultimately increase bachelor degree attainment. 

One approach for community colleges to help improve student bachelor degree 

attainment nationally is to increase community college upward transfer (or transfer out) rates, as 

community college students typically must move from the community college to the four-year 

institution in order to obtain a bachelor degree. In NC, where there is no avenue to earn a 

bachelor degree at the community college level, the data from the Community College Research 

Center (Jenkins and Fink, 2016) suggest there is potential to increase bachelor degree attainment 

by focusing on improving community college upward transfer rates. In order to complete a 

bachelor degree, the only path available to students who begin at the community college is to 

transfer upward. With this is mind, one of the most important things community colleges can do 

to impact bachelor degree attainment is to encourage and promote upward transfer, as 

transferring out is a critical step towards the bachelor degree for beginning community college 

students.   
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From a purely mathematical perspective, increased bachelor degree attainment for 

community college students can only happen in some combination of two ways: increased 

transfer out rates or increased transfer out bachelor degree completion rates (Jenkins and Fink, 

2016). Increasing transfer out rates would put more students into the pipeline for bachelor degree 

attainment. More community college students attending four-year institutions means that, 

theoretically, the number or rate of community college students who earn bachelor degrees could 

increase. Increasing transfer out bachelor degree completion rates, getting more of the students 

who do transfer to complete the bachelor degree, would also increase bachelor degree 

attainment. Certainly, both approaches could work together. However, community colleges are 

in a much better position to affect transfer out rates then they are to effect transfer out bachelor 

degree completion, which are primarily the domain of four-year institutions.   

Community colleges could have some affect transfer out bachelor degree completion by 

increasing preparedness, that is helping those students who transfer become more read for 

success at the four-year institution. That preparedness could take the form of academic 

preparedness (increasing students’ readiness for university level academic work), social 

preparedness (increasing students’ readiness for the aspects of life at four-year institutions), or 

some combination of the two. While community colleges should strive to increase this 

preparedness, since the measure of their success at doing so is determined so long after 

community college attendance ends, colleges’ success or failure in preparing students for 

bachelor degree success is conflated with many other factors, including engagement and 

intervention by four-year schools (or lack thereof) and circumstances of the individual students 

once they leave the community college that are well beyond any college’s control. 
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Community colleges are much better positioned to effect transfer out (or upward transfer) 

rates, as they can engage in activities that attempt to increase upward transfer rates with potential 

transfer students in their transfer pathways while those students are still attending the community 

college. Wyner et al., (2016) identified strategies and best practices for two year-and four-year 

colleges to encourage transfer. Among their key suggestions were to prioritize transfer, provide 

tailored transfer student advising, and provide clear programmatic pathways for transfer. Miller 

(2013) also included a student-centered culture as a strategy for transfer success, including a 

customer service focus, specialized advising, and flexible scheduling. Hayward (2011) included 

the importance of a transfer culture in promoting transfer at six community college with higher 

than average transfer rates. These strategies are items which community college can focus on 

and, more importantly, strategies that begin at the community college, before the student has 

transferred upward.   

Specific to North Carolina, there are several reasons the state is ripe for upward transfer 

study. Its community college system, with 58 separate institutions, is the third largest in the 

country, behind only California and Texas. The state also has a growing population, with the US 

Census Bureau estimating NC to have over 10.3 million people as of July 2018, making it the 9th 

largest state in the country. Despite its size, NC has a 24% community college student transfer 

out rate, which places it 42nd nationally (Jenkins and Fink, 2016). While an improvement over 

the transfer out rate, Jenkins and Fink found NC’s transfer-with-award rate (students who earn an 

associate degree and then transfer) and transfer-out bachelor degree completion rates are still 

below national averages.   

However, when Jenkins and Fink looked at upward transfer from the four-year 

institutional perspective, which they call transfer-in bachelor completion rates, they found NC 
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did better. Specific to NC public four-year institutions, where costs to attend are some of the 

lowest in the nation, NC’s transfer-in Bachelor completion rate was 46%, placing it 9th in the US.  

(At private non-profit schools, the transfer-in bachelor completion rates were below national 

averages, at 28%). Taken together, Jenkins and Fink (2016) find NC does relatively poorly on 

measures of getting its community college students to transfer upward but notably better at 

graduating those community college students who do successfully transfer upward. This data 

suggests improving community college upward transfer rates in NC could have a significant 

effect on bachelor degree attainment in the state. 

While national coordination and statewide initiatives such as community college 

articulation agreements have been helpful, improving community college upward transfer rates is 

a problem not easily solved by national or statewide solutions. Community college upward 

transfer is a complex social phenomenon that is impacted by many variables that interact in 

complex and confounding ways. Factors that affect upward transfer at one institution may not be 

easily generalizable to other community colleges. In NC, for example, the 58 community 

colleges each have generally decentralized leadership. While they share a common unifying 

structure as part of the NC Community College System, each NC community college has its own 

president, service area, and local board of trustees, and the economic, political, geographic, and 

demographic differences of those service areas make each community college unique from its 

peer institutions. That each individual community college is different makes it more challenging 

to generalize ideas and solutions from one community college to another regarding upward 

transfer. 

To summarize, increasing bachelor degree attainment is important for society from an 

economic, social, and civic perspective. Upward transfer is a key way to impact bachelor degree 
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attainment, in part because of the large number as well as the specific makeup and characteristics 

of those students that attend community college. In NC, the relatively low number of students 

who transfer upward from community colleges to four-year institutions compared the relatively 

high rate of success for those students who do transfer upward, suggest increasing upward 

transfer in the state is a viable approach to increased bachelor degree attainment.  

While community college upward transfer has been studied intently for many years, 

community college upward transfer rates remain relatively low. Previous research often focused 

on national data sets or large (often urban) single institutions. There is also much debate in the 

literature about what constitutes intent to transfer upward, with the definition of intent having a 

great effect on how successful community colleges are at helping their students with upward 

transfer success.   

Rural areas, and the community colleges that serve them, face special challenges, both 

generally and specific to student upward transfer. Almost two thirds of two-year public 

community colleges serve rural areas, numbering between 600 and 800 colleges, according to the 

Rural Community College Alliance (Rush-Marlowe, 2021). Rural community colleges face 

challenging issues of higher poverty, lower funding, and difficulty hiring and keeping qualified 

faculty. Household incomes in rural areas are lower than non-rural areas, by almost 20% (Rush-

Marlowe, 2021). Serving smaller populations often leads to lower enrollments for rural 

community colleges, which are often funded by state governments on a per student basis, leading 

to lower funding. Funding is coupled with the higher poverty in rural communities potentially 

leading to a smaller tax base to fund rural community colleges. Funding issues confound the 

hiring of qualified faculty for rural community colleges, as rural community college can pay less 
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for qualified employees already in short supply (Cedja, 2010; Pennington, Williams & 

Karvonen, 2006). 

Rural students are underrepresented in postsecondary education relative to their 

percentage of the population (Freeman and Conley, 2008). Researchers including Treadway 

(1984), Filek & Day-Perroots (1991), Rouse (1995), and Adelman (2005) have all pointed out 

the importance of geography in determining who goes to college and their college choices. Rural 

students have fewer college choices within a reasonable commuting distance, which often leads 

them to attend a community college (Freeman and Conley, 2008). Rural communities often lack 

public transportation, affordable child care, and broadband access (Rush-Marlowe, 2021) all of 

which increase the effects of rural geography as a barrier to higher education. Freeman and 

Conley (2008) also found that community college upward transfer was low (12%) but even lower 

for students attending rural high schools. 

Rural community colleges can be extremely important to the success of the communities 

they serve. A study by Crookston and Hooks (2012) showed that established community colleges 

in rural counties made significant contributions to employment growth. Additionally, they serve 

as community anchors, often providing cultural and community events, and often are successful 

at providing wraparound services (Rush-Marlowe, 2021). Rural community colleges play an 

important role, in both the rural communities they serve and in providing access to bachelor 

degrees through upward transfer for rural students. The unique characteristics of rural 

community colleges make them an important part of upward transfer research, more of which is 

needed. 

It is important that all community colleges, not just large colleges or urban colleges, 

understand what factors impact student upward transfer so they can respond to those factors, help 
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their students succeed, and improve upward transfer rates. That this understanding come from a 

local perspective and is at least somewhat generalizable in one or more ways to a variety of 

community college is especially important.       

 This study will consider students who began their studies at a specific rural community 

college (RCC) between the Fall 2013 and Fall 2016 semesters. It will focus on the students in the 

university transfer pathways seeking an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science degree. The 

study will examine university transfer students who started at RCC after the summer 2013 

semester and did or did not successfully transfer upward to a four-year institution by the Fall 

2019 semester. The study aims to determine the demographic, precollege, academic, and 

environmental variables associated with RCC students who successfully transferred upward or 

failed to transfer to a four-year institution.   

Many studies of community college upward transfer either use large nationwide data sets 

or focus on one specific large and (often) urban community college. Studies that focus on a state 

four-year institution and look backward on their upward transfers are also common. These are 

perfectly reasonable ways to study upward transfer and they often allow for large sample sizes 

(n) that increase the statistical significance and power of the studies. A downside to this approach 

is that it leaves out smaller institutions (often rural), which face different student or institutional 

attributes that may affect upward transfer. These small and/or rural institutions are relatively 

underrepresented in the transfer literature. This is especially important in NC where 80 of the 

state’s 100 counties are considered rural but the two largest urban community colleges hold 

almost 20% of the community college transfer students and the five largest community colleges 

hold over a third of all transfer students. 
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The difficulty of generalizing findings regarding upward transfer from large scale 

community college upward transfer studies, or even studies of one community college, to other 

colleges makes the study of individual community colleges and the factors that affect transfer at 

those local schools more interesting and meaningful from a research perspective. Crisp and 

Nunez (2014) write, “Failing to account for institutional characteristics overlooks the roles of 

community colleges in affecting transfer, leaving less potential to inform policies and practices 

to improve transfer rates.” Furthermore, while the research findings regarding upward transfer at 

individual community colleges might not be wholly generalizable, they may give other colleges 

insight into similar or dissimilar components of their own upward transfer process and ultimately 

help other community colleges improve their understanding of their own upward transfer 

outcomes.   

RCC is a community college in NC that has multiple characteristics which make it an 

interesting choice for studying community college student upward transfer. RCC serves three 

rural NC counties, making it more representative of the 58 NC Community College System 

institutions from a population perspective than its larger urban and suburban NC Community 

College counterparts. Despite its rural status, RCC is one of the larger rural community colleges 

in the state, which is beneficial for study because it will allow for sample sizes large enough to 

be useful for statistical examination. Like 28 other NC Community Colleges (half of the system), 

RCC has more career and technical education (vocationally oriented) students than 

transfer/general education students. RCC, though, has over twice as many career/technical 

education students as transfer/general education students, indicating that the student population 

may be less transfer oriented than other institutions. RCC also has a large and growing 
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population of dual enrolled high school students and it will be of interest to see if dual 

enrollment has affected the transfer outcome. 

RCC also has no single dominant upward transfer partner. Unlike Valencia Community 

College, which has a strong regional tie in with The University of Central Florida in Orlando, or 

even Pitt Community College which located is in the same county as East Carolina University, 

RCC students transfer across the state to a variety of schools. The only four-year institution 

within RCC’s service area is small, private, and relatively costly to attend. To help account for 

this challenge, RCC has engaged in articulation agreements with multiple four-year institutions.   

One of the challenges associated with studying community college upward transfer is the 

concept of student intent. When looking at bachelor degree attainment of community college 

student upward transfer, student intent to transfer is the fundamental difference between research 

that suggests there is a bachelor degree attainment penalty for attending a community college and 

research that argues against an attainment penalty. This study will attempt to handle the issue of 

intent by focusing on student action that demonstrates upward transfer intent, specifically 

entering a university transfer major pathway at RCC. Having asked students at RCC about their 

intent to transfer and witnessed the visible discomfort many of them experienced in answering 

that question has led me to believe self-reported measures of students’ intent to transfer are not 

the best method to rely on for the purposes of this study.   

Stern (2016) found that the odds of transferring to a four-year institution are 2.5 times 

higher for rural students than similar urban students. Jenkins and Fink (2016) found that transfer 

out rates vary only slightly between urban, suburban, and rural two-year institutions. Freeman 

and Conley (2008) suggest that “rural students are not proportionately represented in 

postsecondary education.” They also point out that rural students are more likely to attend 
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college closer to home, which means community colleges are a more likely choice for rural 

students. Freeman and Conley (2008) studied a variety of factors around transfer student 

geography and found that attending a rural high school was negatively associated with upward 

transfer. The exact effect of a rural environment on community college upward transfer are an 

area that would benefit from further study.       

 This study on RCC also considers the distinction between factors related to transfer that 

community colleges can and cannot control. While the study does consider precollege factors, it 

is important to note that these factors for each student are determined prior to their attending 

RCC. Since RCC has an open admissions policy and accepts almost all students who apply, the 

college asserts very little control over the precollege makeup of their students. The study will 

contrast this focus on demographic and precollege variables with academic, environmental, and 

financial aid variables that RCC can, theoretically, attempt to influence some control over.  

Understanding the significance of these variables and how RCC personnel should attempt to 

influence them is a one of the most important reasons for the study.   

It is also important to note that factors outside RCC’s potential influence, especially those 

that happen at the four-year institution, after the upward transfer transition, have not been 

included in the study.   

Finally, it is important that RCC (and all community colleges) “know” their own upward 

transfer students. Having pointed out several notable ways that RCC is different than other 

community colleges that have been studied as part of the upward transfer research, this single 

institution needs to understand whether the body of research around upward transfer holds true 

for RCC. For example, The Transfer Playbook (Wyner, Deane, Jenkins, & Fink, 2016) and The 

Transfer Velocity Project (2010) both suggest partnerships with four-year institutions are an 
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important component of improving community college student upward transfer. For RCC, which 

does not have a single dominant transfer partner, developing these types of relationships may be 

more difficult and time consuming than for other community colleges. RCC should understand 

the factors that affect its students’ transfer upward so that it can build the appropriate types of 

four-year institutional relationships. Neither RCC, nor any other community college, can hope to 

affect or improve transfer rates if it does not have a good understanding of its own upward 

transfer students and the factors affect their upward transfer to four-year institutions. 

Theoretical Framework 

 The theoretical framework for this study is based on the work of Bean and Metzner 

(1985) on nontraditional student attrition and The Student Retention Integrated Model by 

Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda (1993).   

Bean and Metzner defined nontraditional students as older, part-time, and commuter 

students. More specifically, they consider commuter students to be those who do not reside on 

campus, thus capturing most NC community college students, including those at RCC. Unlike 

other student attrition theorists (Tinto and Pascarella) who focus on the effects of social 

integration on attrition, Bean and Metzner believe nontraditional student attrition is more 

affected by the outside environment than by social integration. They theorized that nontraditional 

student attrition or dropout decisions would be based on four sets of variables: background and 

defining variables (age, enrollment status, residence, educational goals, high school performance, 

ethnicity, and gender), academic variables (study habits, academic advising, absenteeism, major 

certainty, and course availability), environmental variables (finances, hours of employment, 

outside encouragement, family responsibilities, and opportunity to transfer) and intent to leave. 
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The direct applicability of Bean and Metzner’s framework is limited by some of the 

differences between the similar but not exact focus of their study, attrition, with this study’s 

focus on upward transfer from RCC. However, those differences are somewhat mitigated by the 

applicability of the transfer process. For community college transfer programs, upward transfer is 

an additional if not a final step, not unlike completing the last semester of a traditional 

educational pathway. In a transfer focused educational pathway, not transferring upward is akin 

to dropping out of school, making upward transfer similar to the attrition process Bean and 

Metzner were examining.   

 In the Student Retention Integrated Model, Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda (1993) sought to 

combine the statistically confirmed variables from two of the most commonly studied theoretical 

models on student attrition: Tinto’s Model of Institutional Departure (1975, 1993) and an earlier 

theoretical framework by Bean, The Student Attrition Model (1980, 1982). Cabrera et al. found 

that there was significant overlap in the variables of both theoretical models (Aljohani, 2016).  

While the converged model (Cabrera et al., 1993) confirmed more of Tinto’s hypotheses than 

Bean’s, it found Bean’s model better explained the importance of external environmental factors 

in the attrition process. Cabrera et al.’s work informs and guides this study not only by enhancing 

the importance of external factors in affecting attrition sited by Bean in both his 1982 work and 

his 1985 model on nontraditional student attrition but also in its focus on GPA. Cabrera et al. 

found that GPA was not merely an indicator of academic integration, as Tinto had found, but a 

predictor of attrition on its own. As such, this study will consider GPA as a specific academic 

variable expected to affect upward transfer. 

 Thus, the theoretical framework on which the study is based was heavily derived from 

Bean and Metzner’s focus on demographic, precollege, financial aid, and certain academic 
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variables. The GPA variable (academic) and Environmental variables are a combination of Bean 

and Metzner’s work and the statistical support for those variables provided by Cabrera.   

Some of the qualitative and psychological data Bean and Metzner obtained via (self-

reported) student surveys is unavailable for the university transfer population of RCC student 

being considered. The theoretical framework of this study will, consequently, focus on the 

demographic, precollege, academic, environmental, and financial aid factors cited by Bean and 

Metzner (1985), with environmental aspects and GPA being a specific academic variable as 

noted by Cabrera et al. (1993).   

In addition, Bean and Metzner’s research focused on a population of nontraditional 

students at an urban university. As this study is specifically interested in a rural community 

college and Freeman and Conley (2008) found attending a rural high school correlated with 

lower community college upward transfer, this study will include attending a rural high school as 

a pre-college variable.   

This study will focus on the combination of demographic, academic, environmental, and 

financial aid variables Bean & Metzner and Cabrera et al. noted that effect Rural Community 

College university transfer students’ decisions to transfer upward four-year institution (Figure 1).   

Dependent Variable 

Whether or not a student transferred upward from Rural Community College (RCC) to a 

four-year institution is the dependent variable in this study. Upward transfer is defined as 

enrolling in RCC as an A.A. or A.S. student after the 2013 summer term and enrolling in classes 

at a four-year institution no later than the 2019 Fall semester. 
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Figure 1 

The Study Model 
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Independent Variables 

Demographic Variables 

Demographic factors have been extensively shown in the literature to correlate with 

upward transfer. However, for the purpose of this study, it is important to note that community 

colleges have little control over these variables, nor do they have admissions policies that restrict 

them in meaningful ways.   

Research by Dougherty and Kienzl (2006); Wang (2012); Gross and Goldhaber (2009); 

Bowen et al. (2009); have shown that older students, African American and Latino students, and 

low-income students all have lower probabilities of upward transfer compared to other students.  

Velez and Javalgi (1987) found gender, race/ethnicity, and SES to predict community college 

upward transfer. Surette (2001) found that men were more likely than women to transfer upward 

from community colleges. Mourad and Hong (2011) found that gender and ethnicity were 

significant predictors of upward transfer student degree completion at a four-year institution.  

Bailey et al. (2004) found that black and Hispanic community college students had lower transfer 

out rates than whites and students from the lowest income quartile had the lowest transfer out 

rates. They also found that males were somewhat more likely to transfer out compared to 

females. Lee and Frank (1990) also found that black and Hispanic students were less likely to 

transfer upward from community colleges. 

Pre-college Variables 

There is significant support in the literature for the idea that pre-college factors, 

specifically factors that affect college preparedness and occur during high school years, impact 

transfer. Roksa and Colgano (2010) and Cohen and Brower (1996) found that high school 

academic preparation effected upward transfer and Roksa and Colgano also linked associated 
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mediation at the community college to an increase in the probability of upward transfer. They 

found that 20% of students studied who came to community college not prepared for college 

level work transferred upward over a five-year time frame as compared to 34% transferring 

upward who were prepared. Bettinger and Long (2005, 2009) also found students in remediation 

were less likely to transfer. Turk and Chen (2017) found that students who participated in dual 

enrollment programs were two and a half times more likely to transfer upward as students who 

did not participate in dual enrollment. Given the differing conclusions of studies which consider 

the effects of being rural on upward transfer success (Stern 2016; Jenkins and Fink 2016; 

Freeman and Conley, 2008) this study will aim to determine how attending a rural high school 

may affect community college upward transfer at RCC. 

Academic Variables 

 These academic variables have shown been shown to correlate with upward transfer in 

the literature. For the purpose of this study, it is important to note that while ultimately up to the 

student, the community college can assert some influence over these variables while the student 

attends the college.   

Bean and Metzner, (1985) found that college academic performance was a predictor of 

persistence. They pointed out that GPA directly affected persistence in one specific respect in 

that colleges have academic consequences (ex. probation, suspension) for students if their GPA 

drops below a certain threshold. They also pointed out the intermingling effects of environmental 

and precollege factors, as success in college is expected to be related to previous academic 

success, or college preparation, and that negative environmental factors will cancel out a positive 

GPA as for purposes of retention. Cabrera et al. (1993) also found that GPA was a statistically 

equivalent variable with academic integration that affected attrition. In much the same way, the 
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current study expects better academic performance (GPA) to correlate with upward transfer. As 

Bean and Metzner suggested, students at RCC with GPA’s below 2.0 experience academic 

consequences like probation and suspension which may make transfer more difficult.  

Additionally, students with a low GPA may have been initially unprepared for college 

(precollege variable) as the two are potentially linked. Students with better GPAs are expected to 

have higher transfer rates because of their success as students and their suitability for four-year 

institutions that are more academically selective. Mourad and Hong (2011) found that upward 

transfer students with higher GPAs were more likely to obtain degrees at four-year institutions. 

Both Roksa and Colgano (2010) and Shapiro et al. (2013) found completing the 

associate’s degree increased the likelihood of community college upward transfer. Romano and 

Wisniewski (2003) found that more students transfer without the associate degree than with the 

degree, but a greater percentage of community college graduates transfer than non-graduates.   

Adelman (1999, 2005, 2007) found that more students who take more credits in their first 

year of higher education transfer (and graduate) than students who enroll in fewer courses.  

Bradburn and Hurst (2001) found that upward transfer rates were higher for students who 

enrolled continuously and enrolled in more than twelve credits in their first term. Doyle (2009) 

found a positive impact of increased credit hours on transfer rates and that academic intensity 

does causally impact transfer rates. More specifically, Doyle (2009) found the greatest effect at 

the point of 12 hours of credit, which is the threshold for full time status as a student under 

financial aid guidelines and at RCC. Berkner, Cuccaro-Alamin, & McCormick (1996) found that 

full time students achieve higher educational attainment than part time students. Monaghan and 

Attewell (2015) found that the probability of transfer rises as students gain more credits, 

especially when they pass 40 and 60 credits.   
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Bean and Metzner (1985) originally considered self-reported adviser quality as important 

to persistence. King (1993) pointed out the many ways that academic advisers are important to 

the transfer process. Wyner, Jenkins, and Fink (2016) stated that tailored transfer student 

advising was one of three key recommendations to improve community college upward transfer 

rates. In the 2018 report Show Me the Way: The Power of Advising in Community Colleges the 

Center for Community College Engagement showed that transfer students who use advising are 

more engaged. Allen, Smith, and Muehleck (2013) showed the potential negative effects of 

contradictory advice concerning student transfer. Jabbar, McKinnon-Crowley, and Serrata (2019) 

consistently point to advising as important to transfer success in their qualitative work on the 

subject. Chirdon-Jones (2018) found that students value advisors who are knowledgeable and 

provide a personalized advising experience. In her work on essential characteristics of academic 

advising, Ward (2011) considered adviser years of experience as a qualification for adviser 

quality and expertise in selecting her participants. Donnelly (2009) found that years of 

experience correlated positively with academic adviser job satisfaction.   

Despite intense examination of advising in the literature, faculty adviser years of 

experience is an underexplored topic. This study will examine advising at RCC by considering 

how years of academic adviser experience correlates with community college student upward 

transfer success.  

Environmental Variables 

Bean and Metzner (1985) identify environmental variable as factors over which the 

institution has little control but that have direct effects on attrition decisions. They included 

family responsibilities as an environmental variable. Wang (2012) found that both being married 

and being a parent negatively correlated with upward transfer. Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) 
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found that older students are less likely to transfer upward than students right out of high school 

and having children is a main reason. Roksa (2006) found students with children are less likely 

to transfer upward to four-year institutions.  Having a child is considered a characteristic that 

negatively effects persistence and attainment (Hoachlander et al., 2003) and they found 

unmarried community college students were three times as likely to obtain a bachelor’s degree as 

married students. 

Financial Aid Variable 

Bean and Metzner (1985) identified finances as an environmental variable effecting 

attrition. According to Baime and Mullin (2011) nearly 80% of Pell Grant recipients attending 

community colleges in 2009–2010 had family incomes of less than 150% of the federal poverty 

threshold, and 60.7% were below the poverty threshold for a family of four ($20,000). For first 

time degree seeking students receiving Pell grants in 2003, 57.2% of students in the lowest 

income quartile had persisted or attained a degree by Spring 2009, while 42.8% of students did 

not return to school. In the highest income quartile 72% of student who persisted or attained a 

degree by Spring 2009, while 28% of students did not return to school (Soldner, 2011).  

Approximately half of RCC students are Pell Grant recipients. 

This study will examine the environmental impact of marital, parental, and Pell grant 

recipient status on community college upward transfer at RCC.  It will also examine the impact 

of the combination of marital and parental status (i.e. single parenthood vs. being a parent and 

being married) has on community college upward transfer. 

Purpose 

 This study aims to identify factors associated with upward transfer from a rural 

community college to four-year institutions. First, the study aims to better understand the 
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demographic characteristics of the students who come to RCC with the intent to transfer upward 

by examining the age, gender, race, and SES of the incoming transfer population and how those 

demographic details impact upward transfer. Next pre-college factors including high school 

preparation, dual enrollment, and rural high school attendance of students who entered RCC and 

started a university transfer major pathway (A.A. or A.S.) between the Fall 2013 and Fall 2016 

semesters will be considered in light of how they impact upward transfer. Then, the study will 

examine academic factors that affect upward transfer patterns, including community college 

GPA, community college degree completion, adviser experience, and patterns of enrollment for 

RCC student. The study will also examine environmental factors such as marital status and 

parental status that are thought to affect RCC upward transfer. It will also explore the variable 

financial aid by considering whether being a recipient of Federal Financial Aid in the form of a 

Pell Grant affects upward transfer. Each of these variables will be studied for students in two 

distinct groups who began at RCC in a university transfer period during the considered time 

frame: students who successfully transferred upward and students who did not transfer upward to 

a four-year institution. In studying both groups, researchers aim to determine factors that are 

positively and negatively associated with upward transfer, specific to RCC.  

Research Questions 

The study aims to answer the following research questions: 

1.) What is the upward transfer rate for A.A. and A.S. major students who started at RCC 

from the period beginning in August 2013 and ending in December 2016? 

2.) What is the impact of demographic factors (age, race, SES, gender), precollege factors 

(college preparation, dual enrollment, attended a rural high school), academic factors 

(community college GPA, completed community college degree, adviser experience, 
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full/part time enrollment, continuous enrollment), environmental factors (marital status 

and parental status) and financial aid factors (received Pell Grant) on university transfer 

(A.A. and A.S.) student upward transfer from RCC?  

Significance of the Study 

The results of this study will contribute to the literature on community college upward 

transfer. With over 7 million students attending community colleges and a high percentage of 

them indicating an intent to transfer, studies of community college upward transfer are nationally 

relevant. Given the increased focus on the increasing costs of higher education, and community 

colleges’ upward transfer pathways as a potential solution to reduce college costs for many 

students, empirical measures of community college success with upward transfer, like those 

proposed in this study, lend value to a variety of stakeholders trying to make decisions regarding 

college costs.   

In recent years, various groups such as Occupy Wall Street, the “Me Too” movement, 

and protests over the death of George Floyd at the hands of police have increased societal focus 

on issues of income, gender, and racial inequality. When coupling those issues with the 

consideration that community college upward transfer serves as an important pathway to a 

bachelor degree for women, minorities, and lower income student studies that examine how 

upward transfer is influenced by race, gender, and socioeconomic status are of particular 

significance. 

Studies of community college upward transfer tend to focus on national data sets or large 

urban institutions. While studying upward transfer in this way is a perfectly sound research 

approach, the results may not be applicable to smaller and more rural community colleges and 
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studying upward transfer at a college like RCC may provide useful information to the many 

other community colleges with a similar profile.   

The potential lack of generalizability of previous research impacts the significance of this 

study. For many of the 58 community colleges in NC, as well as other states, RCC may be more 

representative of their student populations and transfer student profiles. Focusing on this one 

college may help give a clearer picture of upward transfer for specific schools than previous 

studies. 

For RCC, the results of the study will serve as a resource for the college to improve its 

upward transfer rates as well as inform the transfer process for students and form interventions 

and strategies to help more students transfer to four-year institutions.   

RCC, while unique as an institution, has characteristics and elements in common with 

other community colleges (examples include large percentage of non-transfer oriented students 

and a lack of a single large transfer partner), especially in NC. Results of upward transfer at RCC 

may be of interest to other institutions with one or more similar characteristics that are 

considering how to improve their own upward transfer rates.   

The study gives insights into the demographic, pre-college, academic, environmental and 

financial aid variables associated with transfer.   

With the focus on demographic variables, community colleges can learn more about how 

the makeup of their incoming students, or inputs, affect upward transfer.  This is especially 

important when we consider the national discussion that is going on considering race, gender, 

and income equality.   

Gender equality is a topic of serious interest in our society. Where upward transfer is 

concerned, the literature reflects this interest, as earlier studies seem to indicate gender, and 
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specifically being female, having a more pronounced correlation with transfer when compared to 

more recent studies. The impact of gender on upward transfer is important to that national 

discussion.   

Income equality is also an important societal consideration today. Community college 

upward transfer has been considered a pathway out of poverty for poor and disadvantaged 

students. With the national conversation about income equality and the importance of upward 

economic mobility for all people, this study will aim to measure how successfully students from 

different income strata complete upward transfer. 

Focusing on pre-college variables will help community colleges better advise transfer 

students and perhaps allow colleges to identify earlier students with a transfer goal who may 

experience difficulty as well as develop more meaningful early interventions for these students 

or other initiatives to enhance their college preparation. Community colleges, both nationally and 

at RCC, have focused on developmental coursework and how it can best serve underprepared 

students. By focusing on pre-college variables, this study will shed light on how preparedness 

before students get to college ultimately effects upward transfer.   

The pre-college variable dual enrollment increases the significance of the study. Dual 

enrollment programs, where high school students take college classes, are growing in NC. High 

school students are encouraged to take community college classes, which are paid for by the 

state. One potential outcome of these dual enrollment programs is that students are able to start 

college with a large number of credits already complete, which can potentially both lower 

college costs and time to degree attainment. RCC has a large number of dual enrollment students 

and information on how dual enrollment impacts upward transfer would be useful in both the 

education and policy making realms. 
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The counties which RCC serves also have programs which provide tuition free 

community college to residents and a component of qualifying for free tuition is taking dual 

enrollment courses. This study examines how dual enrollment may impact upward transfer. From 

both a national and a local perspective, evidence demonstrating the magnitude and impact of 

dual enrollment on upward transfer would be of significant interest to educators, policy makers, 

and voters. 

The study’s focus on the effect on rural student transfer, a variable which has shown 

conflicting effects in the literature, is relevant to many community colleges, especially in NC, 

where 80 of 100 counties are rural. Unlike other studies, the rural aspect of this study may make 

its upward transfer related results more generalizable to other colleges with smaller and/or more 

rural populations. That also increases the study’s relevance beyond just colleges to rural 

communities as well. 

The focus on academic variables allows community colleges to consider how factors 

affecting students while they are enrolled in community college (and factors on which college 

personnel can influence) impact upward transfer. For example, if RCC can determine that full 

time and continuous enrollment are significant predictors of upward transfer it can make changes 

designed to encourage transfer focused students to enroll full time and continuously. RCC might 

make advising adjustments to encourage transfer students to take full loads or allow earlier 

registration and later billing deadlines for transfer students to help ensure that students received 

workable schedules and were able to continually pay for classes. If the study were to show that 

adviser experience was significant to upward transfer success, that would have a whole host of 

implications for advising operations, both at and beyond RCC.   
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Both nationally and at RCC, degree completion has become a major focus of community 

colleges. Many colleges have worked hard and put resources towards the goal of producing more 

graduates who are leaving the college with a credential of some type. Some previous research 

suggests that the importance of student completion extends to community college upward 

transfer and that earning a degree makes students more likely to transfer upward. RCC has 

embraced this idea as well, going so far as to include it in some of their articulation agreements 

with four-year schools. Significantly, this study will evaluate the importance of degree 

completion at RCC for the upward transfer goal. 

The focus on the external environment will help colleges consider how life outside the 

college impacts their students’ upward transfer goals. The study specifically considers how the 

family environmental factors, being married and having children, affect upward transfer. These 

considerations further impact the study’s significance, given the gender implications discussed 

previously. 

Significant debate in the upward transfer literature considers the question of how upward 

transfer success rates should be measured. Studies that measure transfer success using student 

reported measures of an intent to transfer compared to those who actually do transfer upward 

show very different results compared to studies that have a more restrictive measure of transfer 

intent. The study handles the problem of self-reported student intent to transfer by focusing only 

on students who select a transfer major pathway, specifically an A.A. or A.S. degree. In doing 

so, it reduces some of the “noise” in transfer rates that are based on intent or those that include 

vocational transfers and can give specific guidance to community college university transfer 

programs, which are often distinct from their career focused technical programs.   
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In the NC Community College System, degrees entitled Associate in Arts (A.A.), 

Associate in Science (A.S.) and Associate in Engineering (A.E.) are considered to be university 

transfer degrees because they are specifically designed to transfer to four-year institutions, 

ideally with 60 hours of credit and junior status. As such, choosing A.A. or A.S. as a major is an 

action that demonstrates intent to transfer to a four-year institution and starts students on an 

upward transfer pathway of advising and course taking. RCC does not have a large pool of A.E. 

students during the timeframe being considered and only A.A. and A.S. students are part of the 

study.  

NC community college students have other major options, specifically Associate in 

Applied Science or A.A.S. degrees, which can be obtained in many fields (Accounting, Nursing, 

and Welding are examples of the many disciplines that grant A.A.S. degrees). Students can and 

do transfer upward with A.A.S. degrees but these degrees are designed for readiness for a 

particular career field, not upward transfer, and students who transfer with them often experience 

significant credit loss at the four-year institution. For example, an RCC student who earns an 

A.A.S. in Accounting may be guaranteed 31 transfer credits, despite taking 68 credits for the 

A.A.S. degree. Therefore, majoring in an A.A.S. degree is not considered an indicator of an 

action associated with upward transfer and A.A.S. students’ transfer intentions are not measured 

in the study, as self-reporting would be the only way to document upward transfer intent for 

A.A.S. students. 

Better understanding of factors that affect community college student upward transfer 

will ultimately help colleges improve upward transfer rates. This study is significant because of 

its focus on issues that are relevant and important nationally. At a state level, the potential for 

generalizability of the results to smaller and more rural colleges is significant for any community 
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college aiming to improve upward transfer outcomes, as well as the four-year schools that admit 

upward transfer students. Specific to RCC, the study is significant because it should point to 

many factors that impact upward transfer rates at the institution and suggest ways to improve 

upward transfer success. Improved upward transfer rates should lead to increased bachelor 

degree attainment and better economic and educational outcomes for all community college 

students. 
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Chapter 2: Review of The Literature 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of the literature on community college student upward 

transfer to four-year institutions and is organized into three sections. Section one focuses on the 

guiding theoretical student attrition frameworks that inform the upward transfer process, 

specifically The Nontraditional Undergraduate Student Retention Model (Bean and Metzner, 

1985) and The Student Retention Integrated Model (Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda, 1993). Section 

two reviews the literature on community colleges’ success with upward transfer, including the 

concept of a community college bachelor degree attainment penalty. Section three reviews 

studies that consider various factors that affect community college upward transfer and 

suggestions from the literature on how to increase upward transfer rates.   

Theoretical Frameworks 

The guiding theoretical frameworks of this study are A Conceptual Model of 

Nontraditional Undergraduate Student Attrition (Bean and Metzner, 1985) and The Student 

Retention Integrated Model (Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda, 1993).   

Conceptual Model of Nontraditional Undergraduate Student Attrition  

In their 1985 work, Bean and Metzner distinguished between traditional and 

nontraditional students based on three criterial: does not live in a college residence; is older than 

24 years of age; attends college part time. Any student who met anyone of the three 

characteristics was considered nontraditional. Bean and Metzner’s Conceptual Model is an 

important contribution to the literature because previous studies of nontraditional student 

attrition primarily consisted of statistical descriptions and other well-known conceptual theories 
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of student attrition (Spady, 1970; Tinto, 1975; Pascarella, 1980) were focused on traditional 

college students.   

One of the most important differentiators for Bean and Metzner’s (1985) model from 

other attrition frameworks (Spady, 1970; Tinto, 1975; Pascarella, 1980) was the focus on the 

academic reasons that motivated nontraditional students to attend college. Tinto (1975) posited 

that students attend college for academic and social reasons and several of the most influential 

attrition theories (Spady, 1970; Tinto, 1975; Pascarella, 1980) rely heavily on socialization to 

explain student attrition. Bean and Metzner argued, however, that nontraditional students had 

less interaction with peers and faculty members in the college and extracurricular environments 

and greater interaction with the noncollegiate external environment (1985). They posited that 

academic factors primarily influenced nontraditional students’ reasons for taking courses.   

The focus on academic factors lead to a model that indicated nontraditional drop out 

decisions will be based on four sets of variables: Academic performance, background and 

defining variables, environmental variables, and intent to leave. Academic variables include 

study skills and habits, academic advising, absenteeism, major certainty, and course availability, 

all of which effect the academic outcome GPA. Background and defining variables include age, 

enrollment status, residence, educational goals, high school performance, ethnicity, and gender.  

Environmental variables include finances, hours of employment, outside encouragement, family 

responsibility, and opportunity to transfer.   

Bean and Metzner (1985) found environmental variables to be more important that 

academic variables for nontraditional students. When both environmental and academic variables 

are good, student should stay in school but when both are poor, students are expected to leave 

college. Strong environmental support will compensate for poor academic support and the 
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student will likely stay in school. The reverse, poor environmental support, will not overcome 

the strong academics and the student will likely drop out.   

Similarly, Bean and Metzner (1985) found psychological (nonacademic) outcomes more 

important than the academic outcome (GPA). A student with high academic and nonacademic 

outcomes should persist in school while a student with low academic and nonacademic outcomes 

is expected to drop out. A student with low psychological outcomes, such as utility, satisfaction, 

or goal commitment will drop out even if their GPA is high. However, a student high in 

psychological outcomes will likely stay in school, despite a low GPA. 

Bean and Metzner’s Conceptual Model of Nontraditional Undergraduate Student 

Attrition guides this study of transfer students at RCC for several important reasons. First, its 

focus on nontraditional students fits community college students well. Community College 

students are more likely to be older and part time when compared to their four-year college 

counterparts. As most community colleges in NC do not offer on campus living, Bean and 

Metzner’s focus on commuter students is especially fitting for community college students in 

general and at RCC specifically. The nontraditional students that Bean and Metzner (1985) 

studied are more likely to look like a community college student population. Second, with their 

focus on academic integration, as opposed to social integration, and the importance of the 

external environment for nontraditional students, Bean and Metzner (1985) again describes a 

group that more closely mirrors community college students. Community College students tend 

to be attracted to the lower costs and shorter degree completion times available from their 

institutions, as well as their physical location close to home. By choice, community college 

students have made vocational or utilitarian (what Bean and Metzner call academic) focused 

decisions. Community College students are more likely to work and have family responsibilities 
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than their four-year college counterparts and, therefore, are more focused on the external 

(noncollege) environment. They also have fewer extracurricular options within the college and 

are less likely to participate in collegiate extracurricular activities.   

The Student Retention Integrated Model  

Cabrera, Nora, & Castaneda (1993) believed that two of the most influential and cited 

works on student attrition, those by Tinto (1975) and Bean (1982) would have even greater 

explanatory power when combined than as standalone models. Cabrera et al. (1993) created the 

Student Retention Integrated Model by combing the statistically confirmed variables of two 

previous retention models: Tinto’s Institutional Departure Model (1975) and Bean’s earlier 

Student Attrition Model (1982).   

Cabrera et al.’s revisions to the previous models involved discarding variables from both 

models that were not validated through empirical analysis and combining those variables that 

were similar, leading to a single new model based on the work of both Tinto and Bean. As part 

of the combination, elements of Bean’s (1982) model, such as courses and institutional 

commitments, were merged with the academic integration and institutional commitment 

elements of Tinto’s (1975) model (Aljohani, 2016). Cabrera et al.’s work also found that several 

variables considered to be underlying or indicator variables, such as GPA by Tinto and financial 

attitudes and family encouragement by Bean had a statistically significant effect on student 

attrition in their own right and were included in the new model as independent variables.   

Cabrera et al.’s (1993) findings suggest that combining the models of Tinto and Bean 

lead to a better understanding of the student attrition process (Aljohani, 2016). The study found 

that Bean’s Student attrition model helped reveal the importance of the role external factors play 

in affecting student attrition.   
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Community College Student Upward Transfer Success 

Transfer has been part of the Community College mission since its earliest beginnings.  

Despite transfer as a strong component of the Community College mission, significant research 

has sought to answer the question of how successfully Community College students attain 

bachelor degrees. Beginning with Clark’s study on the “cooling out” function of the community 

college (1960), researchers began to suggest that attending Community College penalized 

bachelor degree aspirants. They argued that students who began their studies at a community 

college with the intent of transferring upward were less likely to earn a bachelor degree than 

students who began their academic career at a four-year institution.   

Clark 

 Clark calls this process, where community college attendees who aspire to bachelor 

degrees are redirected away from the bachelor’s degree goal and towards some other purpose 

“cooling out” (1960). He argues that this “cooling out” process is a result of dueling priorities, of 

sorts. Community Colleges, by design, are open access or open admission institutions that are 

academically nonselective in their decisions about which students they accept. As such, many 

students attend community college who may be academically or otherwise underprepared for 

college level work, at least upon entrance. Nevertheless, they begin college on the transfer tract, 

with the intent of transferring upward from the community college to a four-year institution. In 

conflict with these students’ bachelor’s degree aspirations are, according to Clark, the 

Community College’s goal of transfer preparedness and that transfer pathway should create 

students capable of doing four-year college level work. Community Colleges face a miss match 

between admitted students who seek access to a four-year college or university through the two-

year institution but are academically challenged such that the Community College cannot meet 
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the students’ intended goals while still meeting the standards of four-year institutional academic 

acceptability. Clark hypothesized that Community Colleges then “cool out” these underprepared 

students who cannot or do not meet transfer standards by redirecting them to some other 

educational goal, such as career oriented or vocational education which terminates in a degree at 

the community college but does not involve transfer to a four-year institution or result in a 

bachelor degree. Thus, Clark suggests that the very structure of Community College and, 

specifically its transfer programs, leads to an outcome where bachelor’s degree aspirants are 

systematically moved away from bachelor’s degree attainment. 

Studies that Support a Community College Attainment Penalty 

 Numerous quantitative studies (Alfonso, 2006; Doyle, 2009; Long & Kurlaender, 2009) 

support Clark’s premise that Community College attendance discourages or penalizes ultimate 

bachelor’s degree attainment. These studies examined students who began their studies at 

community colleges and compared them to students who started college at four-year institution, 

determining bachelor’s degree attainment rates for both groups. They generally find that students 

who begin their college studies at four-year institutions attain bachelor’s degrees at significantly 

higher rates than those who begin at community colleges. 

 For Example, Alfonso (2006) used longitudinal data that followed a national cohort of 

eighth graders from randomly selected institutions, starting in 1988, for twelve years. After 

controlling for a variety of factors such as gender, race, ethnicity, family and socioeconomic 

backgrounds, patterns of enrollment, and educational expectations (whether students expected 

and were predicted to attain a bachelor’s degree) Alfonso measured and compared the bachelor 

degree attainment rates for students who started at community colleges and four-year 
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institutions, using an eight-year time frame starting when the students graduated from high 

school.   

 Alfonso found that, when not controlling for enrollment pathways and educational 

expectations, students who begin at a community college are 26% less probable to graduate with 

a bachelor degree than students who begin at a four-year institution. When adding controls for 

pathways of enrollment (that community college students experience delayed enrollment, enroll 

part time, etc.) the penalty for community college attendance on bachelor degree attainment 

increased to 31%. After controlling for educational expectations related to bachelor degree 

attainment (both when asked in twelfth grade and predicted based on data) the penalty on 

bachelor’s degree completion for beginning at a Community College is estimated at 21% (related 

to participant responses in twelfth grade, or measured expectations) to 32% (related to predicted 

expectations). Overall, Alfonso found bachelor’s degree completion rates for community college 

beginners were 21%-33% lower than for students who began college at a four-year institution, 

which she concluded as evidence of a community college bachelor degree attainment penalty. 

Problems with Intent to Transfer 

 One problem with studies that argue in favor of a community college penalty for bachelor 

degree attainment is the concept of intent.  These studies count anyone who starts at a 

community college and answers that they intend to earn a bachelor degree as the overall 

denominator for bachelor degree attainment calculations.  Adelman (1999) argues,  

Students can tell us on surveys that they intend to earn a bachelor's degree, but if they 

never set foot in a 4-year college long enough to generate a record, they made no attempt 

to do so, and it is misleading to include them in the denominator of potential degree 

recipients. 
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Townsend (1999) discusses a variety of perfectly rational reasons that students might attend a 

community college despite the perceived bachelor degree attainment penalty and points out  

that some who never intend to earn a bachelor’s degree in the first place nonetheless 

indicate an intent to do so on questionnaires, because they feel that stating the desire to 

attain a baccalaureate is the socially desirable response. 

Lichtenberger and Dietrich (2013) also argue that students choose to attend community college 

for many reasons that are hard to determine whereas the bachelor’s degree is the clear goal of 

most four-year college students.  They point out that bachelor degree attainment was the goal of 

82% of Illinois high school graduates (as cited in Smalley, Lichtenberger & Brown, 2010) and 

that using degree aspirations may simply make the population too large. 

Studies that Refute a Community College Attainment Penalty 

 It is important to understand that, since four-year degrees at community colleges are 

relatively new and rare, students who begin their studies at community colleges generally cannot 

earn a bachelor degree without completing the upward transfer process. Studies such as Glass & 

Harrington, 2002; Lee, Mackie-Lewis & Marks, 1993; Melguizo, Kienzl & Alfonso, 2011; 

Melguizo & Dowd, 2009; and Lichtenberger and Dietrich, 2013 are examples of a different 

approach to the question of a community college attainment penalty. These studies compared 

community college students who transferred to four-year institutions with students who began 

their college careers at four-year schools. The general finding was that these two groups of 

students earned bachelor degrees at the same rates, indicating no community college penalty on 

bachelor degree attainment. 

A good example of this type of research is Lichtenberger and Dietrich (2013). These 

researchers examined over 23,000 Illinois high school graduates from 2003. Using propensity 
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score matching (PSM), the study attempted to match community college transfer and native four-

year students with similar characteristics to control for some of the environmental, demographic 

and precollege differences between students who choose four-year institutions and those who 

start at community colleges and transfer upward. The goal of the PSM was to compare 

community college upward transfers with otherwise similar native four-year students who had 

reached their junior year of college.   

Prior to matching, Lichtenberger and Dietrich found a standardized difference of 16% 

between the native four-year students and the community college upward transfer group.  

Overall, the native students scored much better in terms of academic preparedness. After the 

match, however, the difference narrowed almost completely, with 85% of upward transfers 

attaining the bachelor’s degree compared to 86% of the native four-year students. Lichtenberger 

and Dietrich concluded there was no evidence of a bachelor’s degree attainment penalty for 

students who attend a community college full time and then successfully transfer upward. 

 With the large body of research surrounding a community college bachelor degree 

attainment penalty in mind, it is important to consider the community college place and purpose 

in the transfer process. Community colleges admit students of all types, with very few 

admissions restrictions. Community colleges then try and serve the diverse educational goals of 

these students as best they can. For students with the educational goal of transfer, the community 

college has one or more university transfer degree pathways (Associate in Arts, Associate in 

Science) that can help prepare and lead to students transferring upward to a four-year institution.   

At the point of graduation from the community college, if not before, the student actively 

seeking a bachelor degree would leave the community college to attend a four-year institution.   

Community colleges are, of course, interested in their graduated (or former) students’ ultimate 
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success in obtaining a bachelor degree. However, the student has now left the community college 

and the college has little, if any, opportunity to further impact the student. Community colleges 

are better positioned to impact bachelor degree attainment of students up to the point of upward 

transfer (while students are attending) as opposed to after upward transfer (once students leave). 

Factors that Affect Community College Student Upward Transfer 

 A critical need exists to understanding factors currently influencing upward transfer 

(LaSota and Zumeta, 2016). However, doing so can be very difficult as noted by Roksa (2009),  

“Surveying the transfer literature reveals the diversity of definitions, measurements, data, and 

analytical methods used that makes it virtually impossible to arrive at any coherent conclusions”.  

Despite these difficulties, there is some broad agreement in the literature on community college 

upward transfer on factors that affect the upward transfer process.  This section will review some 

of the demographic, precollege, academic, and environmental variables that affect upward 

transfer. 

Wang  

 Wang (2012) sought to identify factors that explain the transfer to four-year institutions 

among baccalaureate aspirants beginning at community colleges. He used the National Education 

Longitudinal Study of 1988 and the Postsecondary Education Transcript to ultimately obtain a 

sample of 1,421 bachelor degree aspiring community college students to study. Wang found that 

race, SES, high school test scores, self-concept, full-time enrollment and continuous enrollment 

at community colleges, as well as marital and parental status were all associated with the 

likelihood of transferring to a four-year institution (2012). Wang (2012) found Black students 

were 23.4% less likely to transfer compared to White students and that a one quintile increase in 

SES was associated with 7% increase in the likelihood of transfer. Gross and Goldhaber (2009) 
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also found that SES was predictive of higher rates of upward transfer, particularly from students 

in the middle- and upper-income quartiles. 

External demands that influenced student transfer included marital status and parental 

status. Specifically, students who were married were 20% less likely to transfer compared to 

students who were not married and students who were parents were 33.1% less likely to transfer 

compared to students without children. In terms of postsecondary enrollment patterns, students 

who enrolled full time were 36% more likely to transfer than students who enrolled part time. 

Similarly, students who enrolled continuously were 31% more likely to transfer to four-year 

institutions than their counterparts who experienced discontinuous enrollment (Wang, 2012). 

Velez and Javalgi  

Velez and Javalgi (1987) studied over 1400 community college students who started 

college in the Fall of 1972. They found that being male increased the upward transfer rate by 

18%. They also found that SES was predictive of transfer, although the effects were modest.  

They found that high school student with better grades had a higher probability of transfer, 

although the magnitude was also low. GPA while in the community college was a strong 

predicter of transfer, with a student who has an A average 20% more likely to transfer than one 

with a C average. Velez and Javalgi (1987) found that college GPA was much more predictive of 

upward transfer than high school GPA. 

Surette 

 Surette (2001) found that men were more likely than women to transfer upward and earn 

bachelor degrees. Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Surette obtained a sample 

of almost 5,000 men and women. He found that more women attended community colleges, but 

men were more likely to transfer. Surette postulated that being married and having children 
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could account for at least a portion of the difference between higher upward transfer rates for 

men and women and he found that to, at least partially, be correct. Surette’s data indicated that 

being married and having young children affect women’s college attendance decisions more than 

men’s (2001).   

Surette (2001) also suggested that proximity to four-year institutions might explain 

upward transfer differences and he did this by using urban location as an indicator, reasoning that 

four-year institutions were more likely to be in urban areas. While Surette (2001) found that 

urban location was an important predictor for attending two-year colleges, it did not extend to 

four-year institutions or explain the gender differences associated with upward transfer. 

Mourad and Hong 

 Mourad and Hong (2011) studied students who transferred from a large urban community 

college to either a research university, a state university, and other four-year institutions. They 

examined students who began at the community college, transferred upward and did or did not 

complete the bachelor degree. Mourad and Hong found community college GPA was a 

significant predictor of bachelor degree completion for community college students, with a 1.0 

increase in GPA leading to a 72% increase in likelihood of attainment. They also found number 

of credits earned at the community college and number of semesters enrolled was significantly 

related to bachelor degree attainment. Attainment for black students who transferred upward 

from the community college was significantly lower than for white students. 

Lee and Frank 

 Lee and Frank (1990) looked at 2,500 community college students based on who did and 

did not transfer upward to a four-year institution. They found the group that transferred was more 

likely to be male, of a higher socio-economic status, and less likely to be black or Hispanic when 
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compared to the group that did not transfer. They found the transfer group’s socio-economic 

status most resembled students who began college at the four-year institution. 

Lee and Frank (1990) also found that the upward transfer group earned almost twice as 

many credits at the community college as the non-transfer students, performed better 

academically, and reported being full time students more than twice as often as non-transfers.  

Lee and Frank (1990) noted that high school GPA is significantly related to the likelihood of 

community college upward transfer. 

Dougherty and Kienzl 

 Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) examined community college upward transfer students 

using two large data sets: The National Education Longitudinal Study of the 8th grade and the 

Beginning Postsecondary Student Longitudinal Study. Using this data allowed Dougherty and 

Kienzl to study students who entered college around the same time and to look at students from 

the 1990’s, unlike Lee and Frank (1990) and Velez and Javalgi (1987) who studied community 

college students from the 1970’s and 1980’s. 

 Like other scholars, Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) found that SES had a significant 

impact on student upward transfer. They also found that age of the student when entering 

community college has a statistically significant impact on transfer, with student above age 18 

when entering college significantly less likely to transfer. As entering community college 

students get older, Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) found they are even less likely to transfer, with 

students aged 21-30 being 15% less likely to transfer than students under 19. Students 31 and 

older are 20% less likely to transfer.   

 Unlike previous studies, Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) found that race and gender did not 

impact upward transfer in a statistically significant way. While Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) 
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found that upward transfer rates were higher for whites and Asians relative to blacks and 

Hispanics and that men still transferred upward more than women, the differences were not 

statistically significant.   

 Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) found that being single (as opposed to being married) at the 

time of college entry did not impact upward transfer in a statistically significant way. However, 

they found having no children has a large, positive, and statistically significant impact on upward 

transfer.   

 Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) also found that enrollment status effected upward transfer, 

with the closer a student was to full time status, the more likely that student will transfer. 

Wood, Nevarez, and Hilton 

 Wood, Nevarez, and Hilton (2012) found that older students, minorities, students with 

dependents, part time students, and low-income students all had lower odds of transferring.  

Using data from Beginning Post-Secondary Longitudinal Study (BPS: 2003/2009) they found a 

27% decrease in the likelihood of transfer for each one-year increase in age. They also found 

students with a high school GPA of 2.5 or greater had a 58.8% greater likelihood of transferring 

than students with a high school GPA below 2.5. Having dependent children also lead to a 

decrease in transfer odds, with students with dependent children 42.9% less likely to transfer 

than those without dependent children. 

Hagedorn 

 Hagedorn et al. (2006) found that having to complete developmental courses is a barrier 

to becoming ready for upward transfer. Additional study by Hagedorn et al. (2008) found that 

students who transferred upward were more likely to be younger, maintain continuous 
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enrollment, less likely need to complete developmental courses and more likely to demonstrate 

academic readiness for college. 

Eagan and Jaegar 

 Eagan and Jaegar (2009), using data from first time degree seeking students in the CA 

Community College System in 2000 and 2001, found that earning a high GPA, completing a 

community college degree, and enrolling part time significantly affected upward transfer.  For 

every one-point increase in first year GPA, the chances of a student transferring upward 

increased by almost 7%. Looking at cumulative GPA at the community college, Eagan and 

Jaegar found a 7.25% increase in likelihood of transfer for each one-point increase in GPA.  

Students who earned an associate degree were 24% more likely to transfer upward than students 

who did not. Enrolling part time lead to a 12% decrease in the likelihood a student would transfer 

upward compared to their full-time counterparts. 

Roksa and Colcagno 

 Roksa and Colcagno (2010) used transcript data from over 20,000 first time degree 

seeking students at Florida Community Colleges to look at how preparedness for college effected 

upward transfer. They took the additional step of removing students who completed twelve 

credits or less, reasoning these students were not likely candidates for transfer.    

 Roksa and Colcagno (2010) found that approximately 20% of students in their sample 

who entered college unprepared for college level work transferred compared to 34% of students 

who were prepared for college and transferred upward. Additionally, the underprepared students 

who were less likely to transfer were also found by Roksa and Colcagno to be more likely to be a 

racial minority, receive federal financial aid, and less likely to be enrolled full time.    
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Roksa and Colcagno (2010) also looked at intermediate outcomes which were related to 

successful upward transfer, including passing first level college Math and English, meeting 

certain credit thresholds and receiving an associate degree. They then controlled for these 

intermediate outcomes across the prepared and unprepared student groups in measuring transfer.  

Roksa and Colcagno found that academically unprepared students were 52% less likely to 

transfer and that older students, racial minorities, and students from less privileged family 

backgrounds were less likely to transfer upward (2010). They found that student enrolled full 

time were more likely to transfer. Like previous studies, Roksa and Colcagno found gender was 

not a statistically significant variable. While the authors point out the relevance of Florida’s 

transfer policies, they found that students completing the associate’s degree were almost 40 times 

as likely to transfer upward as students who did not. 

Shapiro 

 Shapiro et al. (2013) used data from the National Student Clearinghouse (2012) to track 

first time degree seeking students from 2007 for a six-year period. Specific to students beginning 

their career at two-year colleges, Shapiro et al. (2013) found that students who completed their 

degree at a four-year institution after starting at a two-year institution were more likely to have 

been enrolled full time (11.8%) or a mix of full time and part time (10.7%) than part time (.7%).  

More students overall completed the four-year degree without earning a two-year degree than 

with one but full-time students were more likely to have earned a two-year degree. Gender rates 

of four-year degree completion after starting at two-year schools were similar for men (9.4%) 

and women (10.8%). Students who started the two-year institution by age 18 were significantly 

more likely to earn four-year degrees than students aged 20-24 or students older than 24. When 

looking at students who started at two-year institutions who completed the four-year degree by 
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age and enrollment status, exclusively full-time students aged 20 or younger had the highest rates 

of degree completion and, unlike other groups, more of these students earned a two-year degree. 

Earning a two-year degree was more common, although less prevalent, for older groups of full- 

time four-year degree completers. 

Adelman 

 Adelman (1999, 2005, 2007) looked at students who were in tenth grade in 1980 and 

followed them until age 30, which gave them eleven years to enter college and complete a 

bachelor degree. He then followed up that study with an improved version ten years later (2005). 

He found continuous enrollment was one of the most important factors in obtaining a degree.  

Adelman (1999) found students who expected to earn a bachelor's degree, started in a 2-year 

institution, but never attended a 4-year college have a lower SES profile and a considerably 

lower academic resources profile than students with the same expectations and starting point but 

who did attend a 4-year school. Adelman’s research supports the idea of traditional transfer, 

which he called starting at the community college and earning more than ten credits, transferring 

to a four-year institution, and then earning more than ten credits there, as significantly increasing 

the likelihood of earning a bachelor degree and he found that transferring from a community 

college to a four-year institution was associated with a higher likelihood of earning a bachelor 

degree. Adelman found that earning more than 20 credits by the end of one’s first year in college 

was critical to degree completion and that part-time attendance was hazardous for degree 

completion (2005). 

Bradburn and Hurst 

 Bradburn and Hurst (2001) used the 1990-1994 Beginning Postsecondary Students 

Longitudinal Study, which is a nationally representative sample of first-time postsecondary 
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enrollment between 1989 and 1990, to examine different ways to estimate the transfer rate. They 

started with the least restrictive definition of transfer, which Bradburn and Hurst (2001) 

determined by asking what the highest level of education students were expecting to complete. 

That lead to the largest pool, or denominator, of potential transfer students, with 71% of their 

sample. Bradburn and Hurst (2001) then selected increasingly restrictive definitions of transfer, 

including enrolled in an academic program, continuous enrollment, and enrolled for 12 or more 

credit hours. They found that as their definition of potential transfer students become more 

restrictive, the percentage of their sample that fit the definition decreased. However, for each 

category of more restrictive transfer behavior, the percentage of students who did transfer 

upward to a four-year institution increased. Bradburn and Hurst (2001) found that for students 

that self-reported a bachelor degree or higher as their highest expected level of educational 

attainment, the upward transfer rate was 36%, compared to 25% among all students. Students 

enrolled in an academic program also transferred at a rate of 36%. Using more restrictive 

definitions of potential transfer raised the success rate, with 37% of continuously enrolled 

students transferring upward and 40% of students enrolled in 12 or more credit hours transferring 

upward. Across all definitions of potential transfer, Bradburn and Hurst (2001) found that as 

students got older, transfer rates declined, and that higher SES was associated with higher 

upward transfer rates. 

Doyle 

 Doyle (2009) was interested in how enrollment intensity affected community college 

upward transfer and he studied enrollees taking regular credit hours in the years 1995 through 

1998 as first-time freshmen in community colleges in Tennessee. Doyle found that increased 

academic intensity increased upward transfer rates. Specifically, Doyle found that students who 
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take six, nine, and twelve semester hours transfer at greater rates than their peers who take fewer 

hours. Students taking six and nine semester hours transferred upward at rates approximately 

10% higher than those students who took less semester hours. Students who took twelve 

semester hours did notably better than their peers who took fewer hours, with upward transfer 

rates 15% greater than students who took fewer than 12 hours. 

Monaghan and Attewell 

 Monaghan and Attewell (2015) used Beginning Post-Secondary Longitudinal Study, 

which followed students for six years after their initial entry into college starting in 2004. 

Monaghan and Attewell used propensity score matching to compare financially dependent 

students attending either community colleges or non- or minimally-selective 4-year institutions, 

who enrolled full-time in their first semester, were enrolled either in a bachelor’s or associate 

degree program, and who said they aspired to a bachelor’s degree or higher. They found students 

who started at community college showed a significant jump in the likelihood of upward transfer 

when a student accumulated 40 credits and another jump at 60 credits, which is the approximate 

amount needed to earn an associate degree. Interestingly, Monaghan and Attewell found that, 

among students who state at the outset of their studies that they intend to transfer and earn 60 

credits, only 60% transfer upward. 

Turk and Chen 

 Turk and Chen (2017) studied a sample of 1,880 students from the Educational 

Longitudinal Survey (ELS) of 2002. The examined a variety of pre-college, academic, and 

financial aid variables effect on upward transfer. Among their findings were that community 

college students who were dual enrolled as college students while in high school were 2.5 times 

more likely to transfer upward than students who were not dual enrolled. They also found that 
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community college GPA was highly predictive of upward transfer and that students who changed 

their enrollment intensity were significantly less likely to transfer than students who exclusively 

enrolled full time. They also found students who received Pell were 30% less likely to transfer 

upward. 

Advising 

 Bean and Metzner (1985) considered academic advising to be an important academic 

variable affecting nontraditional student attrition. In their 2016 Transfer Playbook: Essential 

Practices for Two- and Four-Year Colleges, Wyner, Deane, Jenkins, and Fink, writing to advise 

community colleges on how to improve upward transfer, suggested that tailored transfer student 

advising was one of three keys for colleges seeking to increase transfer program success. King 

(1993) points out the critical importance of the adviser to the transfer process. She references 

seven obstacles to transfer (Wechler, 1989): academic and articulation barriers, inadequate 

support systems, economic barriers, bureaucratic barriers, geographic barriers, age impediments, 

and racial and ethnic concerns; and points explains how the adviser is in the unique position to 

overcome each of these obstacles to help a student success in upward transfer. Wood, Nevarez, 

and Hilton (2012) found that students who met with their adviser were 46% more likely to 

transfer than those who did not. 

While advising is a heavily researched topic in the community college literature and its 

importance to upward transfer an often-considered topic, how years of experience in the role of 

transfer adviser affects upward transfer is underexplored.  In her work on essential characteristics 

of academic advising, Ward (2011) thought adviser years of experience was one qualification of 

adviser quality and Donnelly (2009) found that more years of experience as an adviser correlated 

with job satisfaction. The advising literature seems to suggest there is some benefit to having 
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more experienced transfer advisers, which leads credence to the idea that more experienced 

advisers might positively impact community college student upward transfer compared to their 

less experienced advising counterparts. Whether the years of experience of an adviser has an 

impact on upward transfer success does not appear to have been considered in the literature. If 

years of adviser experience were found to positively impact upward transfer success, that would 

potentially give community colleges another tool to use in improving upward transfer rates. 

Rural Backgrounds 

 Geographic access has been identified as important to the study of student success in 

college (Hirschl & Smith, 2020). Freeman and Conley point out that distance is often a barrier 

for rural students and, consequently, fewer rural students attend college and those that do are 

likely to attend closer to home, which is often a community college (2008). Backes and Velez 

(2015) found that community college transfer students are less likely to choose a four-year 

school located far away when compared to recent high school graduates and students who 

attended a two-year college located far from any four-year institutions were not likely to transfer 

anywhere. 

 Jabar, Sanchez, & Epstein (2017) completed a mixed methods study in Texas analyzing 

students from two community colleges’ choices of upward transfer institution. They found the 

average distance of the upward transfer institutions community college students in the study 

were considering were between 72 and 84 miles away from their current address. Remaining 

close to family and the costs of transportation were two of the most sited reasons for the 

geographic considerations of community college students (Jabar, Sanchez, & Epstein 2017). 

Different studies have come to different conclusions on how being from a rural versus an 

urban area affects community college upward transfer. Eagan and Jaegar (2009) found that 
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students from rural community colleges were 4% less likely to transfer than their suburban 

counterparts, but attending and urban community college showed no similar effect on upward 

transfer likelihood.   

 Jenkins and Fink (2016) found that community college upward transfer students were 

more likely to come from community colleges located in urban areas than rural areas. They 

found 45% of upward transfer students came from urban community colleges, 44% from 

suburban community colleges and only 12% from rural community colleges. The locations of the 

four-year colleges community college students transferred upward into showed a similar pattern 

(Jenkins and Fink, 2016). 

 Research by Blackwell & McLaughlin (1999), Adelman, (2005), and Monroe & Richtig, 

(2002) suggests that rural students vertically transfer and attain baccalaureate degrees at  

much lower rates than urban and suburban students. Freeman and Conley (2008) found that 

roughly one third of beginning postsecondary students who attended a rural high school and first 

attended a two-year institution had baccalaureate intentions but only 18% transferred upward to a 

four-year institution within the study’s time frame of six years. Freeman and Conley (2008) also 

determined that very few traditional aged rural students actually transfer upward. Freeman and 

Conley also found gender effects in rural high school attendees, with men who attended rural 

high schools and two-year colleges transferring upward at twice the rates of similar women 

(2008).   

 Stern (2016) came to radically different conclusions regarding rural students and upward 

transfer. Using data from the Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study: 1996–2001 

and Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) data, he found students attending 
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rural community colleges were 73% more likely than urban students to transfer to a four-year 

institution.   

 These disparate findings on the impact of being a rural student on upward transfer 

suggest more research is needed to understand how being from a rural area or school effects 

upward transfer from community colleges to four-year institutions. 

Conclusions  

 Community college transfer to four-year institutions is a heavily researched area.  Despite 

the volume of research interest in the topic, many questions remain, especially at the individual 

institutional level. Common research techniques involve the use of large national datasets which 

may lack applicability to local institutions. Variables like race or gender are significant in some 

studies but not in others, or seem to change over time. How these variables are defined and 

measured also lead to significant variability in results. For individual colleges, there is still much 

to learn. 

 Even basic questions surrounding upward transfer can be confounding. Researchers 

disagree about questions concerning how successful community colleges are at successfully 

transferring students upward. A review of the literature finds significant evidence of a bachelor 

degree attainment penalty for students beginning in community college when measured using all 

students who attend community college or all students who state an intent to obtain a bachelor 

degree. That penalty is countered by research that uses narrower definitions of transfer and intent 

which finds higher upward transfer and bachelor degree attainment rates. Studies also find that 

community college students that do transfer upward from community colleges to universities 

earn bachelor degrees at rates very similar to students that begin at four-year institutions. This 
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question of college upward transfer success has become philosophical after over sixty years of 

research and the debate remains unsettled. 

There is considerable evidence in the literature that support the idea that demographic, 

pre-college, academic, environmental, and financial aid factors are all associated with upward 

transfer. However, the magnitude and importance of those individual variables sometimes varies 

from study to study, dataset to dataset, and researcher to researcher.     

Demographic factors such as age, race, SES, and gender were all repeatedly studied with 

regard to community college upward transfer and are regularly mentioned in the literature. In 

general, the collective body of community college upward transfer research seems to suggest that 

being younger, white (or Asian), male, and having a higher income are more likely to be 

associated with student upward transfer success. That generalization does not tell the whole 

story, though.   

Age has been found in the literature to correlate negatively with upward transfer 

(Bradburn & Hurst, 2001; Dougherty & Kienzl, 2006; Wood, Navarez, & Hilton, 2012; 

Hagedorn, 2006, Roksa & Colcagno, 2010; Shapiro, 2013). Researchers consistently found that 

as community college students get older, their likelihood of transferring upward decreases.  Key 

inflection points were ages twenty and twenty-four, with students above these ages being less 

likely to transfer upward than students between eighteen and twenty. Upward transfer rates also 

declined and declined in greater rates as students’ ages increased. Previous research suggests that 

community college upward transfer is a young person’s game.   

Race is also found to be associated with upward transfer rates in the literature. 

Commonly, researchers found that being white was associated with higher rates of community 

college upward transfer than being a minority (Wang, 2012; Mourad & Hong, 2011; Wood, 
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Navarez, & Hilton, 2012; Roksa and Colcagno, 2010; Lee and Frank, 1990). Specifically, being 

black or Hispanic was regularly found to be associated with lower rates of upward transfer than 

being white. The relationship did not always hold, though, and Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) 

found that the differences between white and Asian upward transfer rates were not statistically 

significant than black and Hispanic upward transfer rates. 

Gender is found in the literature to be associated with upward transfer. Several 

researchers (Velez & Javalgi, 1987; Surrette, 2001; Lee & Frank, 1990) found being male was 

associated with higher rates of community college upward transfer than being female. However, 

more recent studies (Dougherty & Kienzl, 2006; Roksa & Colgano, 2010; Shapiro, 2013) found 

that differences in upward transfer rates between men and women were not statistically 

significant. The literature may suggest a pattern where gender is less associated with upward 

transfer over time.   

Socioeconomic Status (SES) is another factor that is found in the literature to be 

associated with upward transfer (Wang, 2012; Gross & Goldhaber, 2009; Velez and Javalgi, 

1987; Lee & Frank, 1990; Wood, Nevarez, & Hilton, 2012; Roksa & Colcagno, 2010; Adelman, 

1999). While these researchers all found that and increase in SES quartile was associated with 

higher upward transfer rates, the magnitude of their findings varied. Wang (2012) found a 7% 

increase in the likelihood of transfer for each quintile increase in SES, while Velez and Javalgi 

(1987) found more modest effects. Lee and Frank found that the SES of upward transfer students 

most resembled four-year college students (1990) while Gross & Goldhaber (2009) found SES 

particularly predictive of upward transfer for the middle and upper quintiles. Socioeconomic 

status has strong support in the literature as being associated with upward transfer, but its 

magnitude and impact is still not fully understood. 
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Pre-college variables, including college preparation, dual enrollment, and attending a 

rural high school were all factors that have research support in the literature for association with 

community college upward transfer, but in less clear and demonstrated ways compared to the 

demographic variables. 

College preparation was found to be positively associated with community college 

upward transfer in the literature (Wang, 2012; Velez & Javalgi, 1987; Wood, Navarez, & Hilton, 

2012; Roksa & Colcagno, 2010). Whether measuring by high school test scores, high school 

GPA, participation in developmental course work or combinations of two or more of those 

college preparation variables, researchers found higher levels of college preparedness were 

associated with higher levels of upward transfer success, although the magnitude of the findings 

sometimes varied. 

Dual enrollment, the concept of taking college classes, often through a community 

college, while in high school, is on the rise nationally (Dai, 2020) and was found to be highly 

predictive of upward transfer by Turk and Chen (2017). Dual enrollment was also found to 

correlate with increased college attendance, persistence, and college GPA (Karp et al. 2007), 

with a particular impact on lower income students. Dual enrollment appears to be associated with 

increases in several academic variables that are also associated with a higher likelihood of 

community college upward transfer.   

Researchers came to differing conclusions when considering whether a rural background 

was positively or negatively associated with community college upward transfer. Stern (2016) 

found students attending rural community college were more likely to transfer upward.  

Blackwell & McLaughlin (1999), Adelman, (2005), and Monroe & Richtig, (2002) all found that 

rural students were less likely to transfer upward. While the literature tends to suggest that being 
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from a rural background is less likely to be associated with community college upward transfer, 

the question would benefit from additional study. 

Academic variables, including community college GPA, degree completion, and 

enrollment intensity and continuity all have strong support in the literature for being positively 

associated with community college upward transfer. While several studies pointed, in various 

ways, to the importance of advising on community college upward transfer, no direct 

investigation on the associating between adviser experience and upward transfer was discovered 

in the literature.   

GPA while attending community college was found to be highly predictive of upward 

transfer (Wang, 2012; Mourad and Hong, 2008; Eagan & Jaegar, 2009; Turk & Chen, 2017). 

Students with higher GPA’s, especially in their first year of community college, were much more 

likely to transfer upward. Full time enrollment and continuous enrollment were consistently 

found in the literature to be positively associated with community college upward transfer 

(Wang, 2012; Lee & Frank, 1990; Dougherty & Kienzl, 2006; Eagan & Jaegar; 2009; Roksa & 

Colcagno, 2009; Shapiro et al., 2013; Adelman, 1999; Monaghan & Attewell, 2015; Turk and 

Chen, 2017). The literature clearly indicates that earning good grades while in community 

college, being a full-time community college student, and staying continuously enrolled at the 

community college are all good predictors of upward transfer to four-year institutions.   

The literature supports the idea that students who earn a degree from the community 

college are more likely to transfer upward (Eagan & Jaegar, 2009; Roksa & Colcagno, 2009; 

Monaghan & Attewell, 2015). Shapiro (2013) found that, while earning a degree at the 

community college did not necessarily lead to bachelor degree attainment, upward transfer 

students who attended community college full time were more likely to have earned an associate 
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degree. Earning a degree was also more prevalent for full time students twenty or younger who 

went on to earn a bachelor degree (Shapiro, 2013). Furthermore, we start to see pieces of the 

literature connecting in the examination of the academic variables as full-time enrollment and 

continuous enrollment lead to students amassing credits at the community college level.  

Adelman (2005), Doyle (2009), and Monaghan & Attewell, (2015) all point out the importance 

of amassing credits for upward transfer success. Both earning credit and earning a degree have 

research support for being associated with upward transfer, are associated with each other, and 

are reinforced by full time and continuous enrollment. The academic variables may corelate 

towards an association with community college student upward transfer. 

There is support in the literature for how the environmental variables marital status and 

parental status effect community college upward transfer (Wang, 2012; Wood, Navarez, & 

Hilton, 2012). Not all researchers came to the same conclusions, though. Surrette (2001) found 

that being married and having young children accounted for at least part of the difference 

between men and women’s upward transfer rates. Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) found that being 

single did not significantly impact transfer rates but that not having children had a significant 

positive correlation with successful upward transfer. We must consider that marital status and 

parental status are likely to be affected, at least somewhat, by age and gender considerations, if 

not also racial and socioeconomic ones, which are also impact the likelihood of community 

college upward transfer. 

Roksa & Colcagno (2009) & Turk and Chen (2017) both found evidence that receiving 

federal financial aid is associated with lower rates of upward transfer. This finding is consistent 

with the impact the demographic variable socioeconomic status has on the likelihood of upward 

transfer, as the receipt of federal financial aid is primarily based on the family’s ability to 
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contribute to the cost of education. Interestingly, marital and parental status, which the literature 

found to have an effect on the likelihood of community college upward transfer, may also 

indirectly impact receipt of financial aid. For example, being married may allow for two 

incomes, increasing the ability to contribute to the costs of education. Having children may make 

it more difficult to contribute to the costs of education. Again, we see demographic, 

environmental, and financial aid variables all corelating in how they impact the likelihood of 

community college upward transfer. 

In summary, the literature suggests that, based primarily on national and large state level 

data sets, age, socioeconomic status, being prepared for college, dual enrollment, community 

college degree completion, full time and continuous community college enrollment, receipt of 

federal financial aid, and a higher community college GPA are all positively correlated with the 

likelihood of community college upward transfer. There is some evidence in the literature that 

being married, having children, being black or Hispanic, and being female are all negatively 

correlated with the likelihood of community college upward transfer, but this relationship is less 

certain or has been questioned by some researchers. Additionally, a careful reading of the 

literature shows how some of these variables, such as age, gender, socioeconomic status, degree 

completion, enrollment status, marital status, parental status, and receipt of financial aid corelate 

when we consider their impact on community college upward transfer. 

Most of the literature that considers community college upward transfer is focused on 

national and state level studies or single large institutions. How smaller or rural community 

colleges effect upward transfer is an understudied area and generalizability of the transfer 

literature to these institutions, which make up a large portion of community colleges and serve a 

great number of community college students, can be difficult to ascertain. Given the 
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disagreement in the literature regarding how some demographic, precollege, academic, and 

environmental variables impact upward transfer nationally, it becomes even more critical that 

individual intuitions be able to answer the questions of how these factors influence upward 

transfer locally. Until they do so, interventions designed to improve upward transfer at 

community college are likely to be ineffective. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

Introduction 

 This chapter describes the methodology utilized in the study. The research design, 

population of interest, sample being studied, and method of data collection are all described. The 

dependent variable and independent variables are all defined and operationalized. The methods 

of data analysis used to answer the research questions are described. The purpose of this study is 

to identify factors associated with upward transfer from a rural community college to four-year 

institutions.   

Research Design 

 This study uses quantitative analytical research methods and a retrospective explanatory 

non-experimental (causal-comparative) research design applied to internally generated secondary 

data gathered from a rural community college over several semesters (Johnson, B., 2001).  

Quantitative analysis is seen as being scientific in nature, is generalizable, and findings can be 

replicated by other researchers (Eyisi, 2016). The study is retrospective and explanatory because 

it is backward looking, starting with the dependent variable whether or not the student 

transferred upward (which happened more recently in time) and looking to independent variables 

that existed in the past (ex. College preparation in high school, GPA while in Community 

College) to look for an explanatory relationship between community college upward transfer and 

the independent variables (Johnson, B., 2001). The study is non-experimental, as researchers 

cannot assign or manipulate which students do or do not transfer to four-year institutions and 

community college upward transfer would be difficulty to study with an experimental research 

design. The study is considered to use causal-comparative research design because the dependent 
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variable, upward transfer, as well as many of the independent variables are categorical (as 

opposed to continuous) in nature.    

Population and Sample 

The population considered for this study includes all students who enrolled in RCC and 

declared a university transfer major pathway (A.A. or A.S.) no earlier than the Fall 2013 

semester and no later than the Fall 2016 semester, and includes information about whether or not 

they transferred upward to a four-year institution as well as demographic, precollege, academic, 

environmental, and financial aid data about these students.   

Ideally, the sample of data used for the study would be the entire population of students 

who attended RCC during the time period and selected a university transfer major. 

Unfortunately, not all data will be available for all students. For the demographic variables, the 

sample will differ from the population because socioeconomic status is only available for 

students who completed the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). For precollege 

variables, the sample will differ from the population because high school GPA is not obtainable 

for all students, especially those who are not recent high school graduates. For similar reasons, 

information on dual enrollment may not be available for all students in the population. For the 

environmental variables, marital and parental status, the sample will differ from the population 

because information is only available for those students who completed the FAFSA. Limitations 

on data collection are not expected for the Academic Variables or the Financial Aid Variable (as 

completing the FAFSA is a requirement for obtaining a Pell Grant).   

The sample of data being studied is ultimately expected to include all students who 

enrolled in RCC and declared a university transfer major pathway (A.A. or A.S.) no earlier than 

the Fall 2013 semester and no later than the Fall 2016 semester, who completed the FAFSA, and 
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have high school GPA information available. Whether or not those students did or did not 

transfer upward to a four-year institution is central to our research questions. 

Students typically choose a major upon initial entry to RCC but if a student entered RCC 

during the time frame being studied without declaring a major or chose another major and then 

changed to a university transfer major within the time frame of the study, they would be included 

as part of the population and, if other information is available, the sample being studied. Students 

who chose another type of major (ex. CTE or Health Sciences) will not be counted as part of the 

population, even if they subsequently transfer upward to a four-year institution. Students who 

begin their studies in a university transfer program during the time being studied and change 

their major to a non-university transfer program will be considered as part of the sample. 

Data 

 The data for the study was collected using student information provided by the Office of 

Institutional Research Department and the Office of Financial Aid at RCC. Data was extracted 

from the Ellucian Colleague Student Information System at RCC using queries generated in 

Entrinsik Informer Software. Data was also retrieved from the Integrated Postsecondary 

Education Data System (I.P.E.D.S). All data was deidentified of person information that would 

reveal students’ identity and was shared with researchers in Microsoft Excel. Researchers will 

perform further quantitative analysis by converting the Microsoft Excel data into a format 

compatible with statistical package SAS 9.4. 

Study Variables 

Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable in this study is whether or not a student transferred upward from 

Rural Community College (RCC) to a four-year institution. Upward transfer is measured as 
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enrolling in RCC beginning in the 2013 term and enrolling in classes at a four-year institution no 

later than the 2019 Fall semester. The time frame of the study was chosen to reflect changes to 

transfer policies between the community colleges and university system, internal changes at 

RCC that could affect transfer students, and to give four cohorts of students a minimum of three 

years to transfer upward to a four-year institution. Upward transfer is coded as a binary variable 

with students who do transfer upward being coded as one (1) and student who do not transfer 

upward being coded as zero (0). 

Independent Variables 

The independent variables in this study are demographic factors, pre-college factors, 

academic factors, environmental factors, and financial aid factors.  

Demographic factors include age, race, gender, and socioeconomic status (SES).   

Pre-college factors include college preparedness, high school dual enrollment and 

whether or not the student attended a rural high school. 

Academic factors included community college grade point average (GPA), degree 

completion, adviser experience, part time/full time enrollment, and continuous enrollment. 

Environmental factors included marital status and parental status. 

Financial Aid Factors include receipt of a Pell grant.  

 Table 1 summarizes the independent variables in this study and describes how each 

variable is measured. 

Race will be measured as the race of the students who enters RCC university transfer 

programs during the time period of the study. Based on available classifications of data and 

student makeup of RCC, race will be measured as white, black, Hispanic, and other. Race is self-

reported by the student.  
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Table 1     

    

Description of The Independent Variable 

 

  

Variable Item Definition Measure 

Demographic Age Self-reported Age Years (Continuous) 

 

 Race White, Black, Hispanic, 

or Other 

1 = White 

2 = Black 

3 = Hispanic 

4 = Other 

 

 Gender Male or Female 1 = Male 

0 = Female 

 

 Socioeconomic Status 

(SES) 

SES quintile in the year 

beginning RCC 

1 = Lowest Fifth 

2 = Second-lowest Fifth 

3 = Middle Fifth 

4 = Second-highest Fifth 

5 = Highest Fifth 

 

Pre-College 

 

College Preparation Unweighted high school 

GPA of 2.6 and above 

(prepared) or below 

(unprepared) 

1 = Prepared for college 

0 = Unprepared for 

college 

 

 Dual Enrollment Enrolled in college 

classes while in high 

school 

 

1 = Dual enrolled 

0 = Not Dual enrolled 

 Attended a Rural High 

School 

Attended a high school 

located in a county with 

less than 250 people per 

square mile 

1 = Attended a rural high 

school 

0 = Did not attend a rural 

high school 

 

Academic Community College GPA GPA earned at RCC on a 

scale of 0 to 4.0 

Points (Continuous) 

    

 Completed a Degree Student earned an AA or 

an AS degree before 

exiting RCC 

 

1 = Earned a degree 

0 = Did not earn a degree 

 Adviser Experience 

 

Years student’s academic 

adviser employed at RCC 

 

Years (Continuous) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

 

Description of The Independent Variable 

 

Variable Item Definition Measure 

 Full Time Enrollment Enrolled 12 hours or more 

in each Fall & Spring 

semester 

1 = Enrolled Full Time 

0 = Not Enrolled Full 

Time 

    

 Continuous Enrollment Enrolled without missing 

a Fall or Spring semester 

1 = Enrolled 

Continuously 

0 = Not Continuously 

Enrolled 

 

Environmental Marital Status Reported Marital Status 1 = Not Married 

0 = Married 

 

 Parental Status Reported having children 1 = Parent 

0 = Not a Parent 

 

Financial Aid Received Pell Grant Used Pell Grant to pay for 

tuition and fees 

1 = Did not Receive a 

Pell Grant 

0 = Received a Pell Grant 

 

 

Demographic Variables 

 The variable Demographic is made up of data which is useful to describe the students in 

the sample being studied. The data includes age, race, gender, and SES. Age is a continuous 

variable, while race, gender, and SES are all categorical variables.   

Age will be measured as the age in years of the student when entering RCC. While RCC 

serves significant high school populations, only students that have graduated high school or 

attained high school equivalency at the time of enrollment will be included in the study 

population. Age is self-reported by the student and confirmed by RCC using dates of birth and 

other documentation. 
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This study will measure the relative upward transfer rates of males and females in the 

university transfer pathway at RCC. Gender will be classified as male or female based on 

information self-reported by the student. 

Socio-Economic Status (SES) in the study is represented by socio-economic status 

quintile in the year beginning RCC and is based on parental income, occupation, and education.  

Data on socioeconomic status is only available for students who completed the Free Application 

for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 

Pre-College Variables 

 The variable Pre-College was made up of data which was useful to describe the state of 

the sample before entering RCC as well as for how well or poorly the students in the sample 

were prepared for college. The data include College preparation, dual enrollment and rural high 

school attendance, which are all categorical variables. 

Students’ high school preparation is measured by unweighted high school GPA. This 

study will characterize students as having earned an unweighted high school GPA of less than 

2.6 or 2.6 and greater. 2.6 was selected because this is the cutoff measure used by the North 

Carolina Community College System to determine whether an entering student is initially 

required to take developmental college English and Math courses. Hence, a 2.6 GPA serves as a 

statistical default measure of preparedness for college. Students with a 2.6 or greater GPA will 

be considered prepared for college and students with less than a 2.6 GPA will be considered 

unprepared. High school GPA data is obtained from the student’s high school transcript. RCC 

does not necessarily record a high school GPA for all students, specifically those who are more 

than ten years removed from high school. Thus, high school GPA is unlikely to be available for 

the entire population. 
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Whether a student was dual enrolled as a college student while in high school will be 

measured. Dual enrollment is a program that allows high school students to take college classes.  

Students who completed one or more college classes while in high school before enrolling in 

RCC will be considered dual enrolled. Students who did not complete a college class while in 

high school will be considered not dual enrolled. 

Whether a student attended a rural high school will be measured. In this study, a high 

school is considered rural if located in a county with a population density of less than 250 people 

per square mile. High schools located in counties with less than 250 people per square mile will 

be considered rural and high schools located in counties with more than 250 people per square 

mile will be considered non-rural. 

Academic Variables 

The variable Academic was made of up data that describes attributes of individual 

members of the population while attending RCC. The variable includes Community College 

GPA, whether the student completed an AA or AS degree, adviser experience, Full Time/Part 

Time enrollment, and Continuous Enrollment. Community College GPA and adviser experience 

are continuous variables. Degree completion, Full Time/Part Time Enrollment, and Continuous 

Enrollment are all categorical variables.   

Grade point average, or GPA, will be the grade point average earned by the student while 

attending classes at RCC, as measured on the college’s 4.0 scale. This variable serves as a 

measure of overall community college academic performance for each student.   

Degree completion represents whether the student completed an A.A. or A.S. degree 

during the time frame being studied. Other degrees, such as the A.E. or A.A.S degree, are either 
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relatively new and small at RCC or not related to University transfer, so they will not be 

considered. 

Adviser experience will be measured based on the University Transfer adviser assigned 

to each student. Experience will be based on years employed at the college, with those advisers 

with longer years of service with the college considered to have greater experience as an adviser. 

Full time enrollment will be considered enrolling in twelve or more credit hours of 

coursework during the semester, as this is the measure used for Federal Financial Aid. Students 

enrolled in less than twelve credit hours of classes in any Fall or Spring semester will be 

considered part time.   

Students enrolled in continuously in the Fall and Spring semesters at RCC until they 

graduate or cease attending the college will be considered continuously enrolled. Students who 

take one or more fall or spring semesters off during their time at RCC prior to discontinuing their 

enrollment will be considered not continuously enrolled. 

Environmental Variables 

The variable Environmental was made up of data that describes the environment outside 

of the community college environment for members of the population. The variable includes 

marital status and parental status, which are both categorical variables.   

Students who report being married at any time during their enrollment at RCC will be 

considered married. All other students will be considered unmarried. Data on student marital 

status is only available for students who completed the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 

(FAFSA). 

Students who have one or more children or are the legal guardian of one or more children 

at any point during their time at RCC will be considered parents. Students who have no children 
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or do not serve as a legal guardian to a child at any time during their attendance at RCC will be 

considered non-parents. Data on student parental status is only available for students who 

completed the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 

Financial Aid Variable 

Students will be classified in the study as to whether or not they used a Federal Pell Grant 

to pay any portion of their tuition and fees.  

Research Questions 

What is the upward transfer rate for A.A. and A.S. major students who started at RCC 

from the period beginning in August 2013 and ending in December 2016? The upward transfer 

rate will be calculated by dividing the total number of students who declared a university transfer 

major during the period in question and transferred to a four-year institution by all enrolled 

students who declared a university transfer major during the timeframe. Descriptive statistics, 

which are used to describe the sample and summarize the student characteristics it contains, will 

also be calculated. 

What is the impact of demographic (age, race, SES, gender), precollege factors (college 

preparation, dual enrollment, attended a rural high school), academic factors (community college 

GPA, completed community college degree, adviser experience, full/part time enrollment, 

continuous enrollment) environmental factors (marital status, parental status), and financial aid 

factors (received a Pell Grant) on A.A. and A.S. student upward transfer from RCC?  

Regression Analysis 

To answer the second research question, the researcher will perform binary logistic 

regression analysis to determine how much variance is explained on a binary dependent variable 

by a set of independent variables. “Educational research problems commonly call for the analysis 
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and prediction of a dichotomous outcome” and “logistic regression is well suited for describing 

and testing hypotheses about relationships between a categorical outcome variable and one or 

more categorical or continuous predictor variables” (Peng, Lee, and Ingersoll, 2002).   

Logistic regression differs from linear regression in that linear regression assumes a 

linear relationship between the continuous dependent variable and independent variables. When 

we have a binary dependent variable, which can only be expressed as one or zero, the linear 

relationship breaks down. To account for this, logistic regression takes the natural log of the 

odds, or logit, of the binary dependent variable, which is assumed to have a linear relationship 

with the independent variable(s).   

In the case of upward transfer, binary logistic regression is an appropriate tool for 

analysis because whether or not a community college student transferred upward is a binary 

dependent variable. By binary, we mean the dependent variable (or variable of interest) can have 

one of two outcomes which, statistically, can be expressed in terms of one or zero. The 

independent variables in this study, which are expected to explain or predict the performance of 

the dependent variable, upward transfer, are demographic, pre-college, academic, environmental, 

and financial aid (independent) variables, all of which are either categorical or continuous.     

Assumptions 

Binary logistic regression makes several major assumptions: observational independence, 

linearity, lack of outliers in the independent variables, no multicollinearity, and large sample 

sizes.   

The assumption observational independence means that the observations (students who 

did or did not transfer) are independent of each other. They are not somehow duplicated or 
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otherwise matched. Any duplicated students will be removed from the sample, keeping each 

observed outcome independent (Schreiber-Gregory, 2018).  

A second important assumption is that there is a linear relationship between the natural 

log transformation, or logit, of the dependent variable and each independent variable. The 

researcher will review scatter plots of each independent variable and the logit of the dependent 

variable to check for linearity (Kassambara, 2018). 

A third key assumption is that there are no major outliers in the continuous variables.  

The nature of the data, such that most of the variables are categorical, limits the possibility of 

outliers. However, GPA and adviser experience are continuous. GPA is not expected to present 

outliers, as the measure is limited to a scale between zero and 4.0. Adviser experience is a 

continuous variable, though, and will be standardized using z-scores and any outliers above 3.29 

or below -3.29 will be removed.   

A fourth key assumption, known as multicollinearity, is that the independent or predictor 

variables are correlated. Multicollinearity is a very real concern in this study as some variables, 

socioeconomic status and received a Pell grant, for example, are both tied to income and could 

be correlated when considering upward transfer. Other independent variables in the study could 

correlate in potentially unobserved ways. To check for multicollinearity, the researcher will 

calculate the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) of the variables, examining any variable with a 

VIF over one and considering removal due to multicollinearity with a VIF above five. (Statistics 

How To, 2021). 

The final assumption, large sample sizes, should be met in this study. Logistic regression 

requires large sample sizes to work effectively. The rule for sample size in logistic regression 

suggests that ten observations are needed with the least frequent outcome for each independent 
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variable examined.  Fifteen independent variables and estimating a probability of .1 of the least 

frequent outcomes suggests the sample will need at least 1,500 students. I estimate the sample 

will contain 3,200 students, which should be sufficiently large. (Schreiber-Gregory, 2018) 

Evaluating the Model 

 To evaluate the overall soundness of the model, researchers will consider overall 

evaluation, tests of individual predictors, goodness-of-fit statistics, and validation of predicted 

probabilities (Peng, Lee, and Ingersoll, 2002). 

 To evaluate the overall effectiveness of the model, researchers must consider if it is an 

improvement over the null (or intercept only) model, which contains no independent variables, 

by using the likelihood ratio, score (or Lagrange Multiplier), and Wald tests (UCLA: Statistics 

Consulting Group). For each test, if p<.05, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the 

model is more effective than the intercept alone. To test individual predictors (independent 

variables) for significance researchers will use the Wald chi-squared test, with predictors being 

deemed significant if p <.05. To test goodness-of-fit for the model, researchers will evaluate the 

Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) test with a large p-value indicating evidence of the model fitting the 

data. To validate predicted probabilities, researchers will evaluate the Somer’s D statistic (Peng, 

Lee, and Ingersoll, 2002). 

Odds Ratios 

A benefit of using logistic regression for this study is that statistical output can be 

expressed as odds ratios.  Odds ratios are used to compare the relative odds of the occurrence of 

the dependent variable (ex. Upward Transfer), given exposure to an independent variable (e.g. 

gender, G.P.A.). Odds ratios greater than one indicate that the variable is associated with greater 
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odds of the outcome of interest. Odds ratios of less than one indicates the variable is associated 

with lower odds of a given outcome (Szumilas, 2010).   

Odds ratios are articulated in terms of how a one unit increase in an independent 

(continuous) variable affects the odds of the outcome of a binary dependent variable occurring. 

With categorical variables, odds ratios are expressed in terms of how the odds of the binary 

dependent variable occurring increase or decrease with a particular state of the independent 

variable.   

For example, for categorical independent variable, consider the independent variable 

gender and the dependent variable upward transfer.  A hypothetical odds ratio of 2.0 for gender 

(where 1 = male) suggests that being male makes one twice as likely to transfer upward when 

compared to being female. Alternatively, one could express the odds ratio as women are half as 

likely as men to transfer upward. For models with many independent variables, odds ratios are 

very useful to convey how dependent variables are likely to behave based on a change in and 

individual independent variable, holding other variables constant. 

Chapter Summary 

The proposed study uses quantitative analytical research methods including descriptive 

statistics and binary logistic regression analysis and a retrospective explanatory non-

experimental research design applied to internal secondary data. The dependent variable is 

community college student upward transfer. The independent variables consist of Demographic, 

Pre-College, Academic, Environmental, and Financial Aid variables. The study population was 

made up of all students who enrolled in RCC as a university transfer major student during a 

three-year period, with the sample excluding students from the population where data was 

missing or unavailable and largely consisting of students who completed the FAFSA.   
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Descriptive statistics will be used to describe the population and help determine the 

upward transfer rate. Binary logistic regression will be utilized to examine the variables 

significantly impacting upward transfer. Major assumptions, observational independence, 

linearity of the logit, lack of outliers, no multicollinearity, and sample sizes were evaluated. In 

order to evaluate the overall model likelihood, ratio, score, Wald, Wald chi-squared, and 

Hosmer-Lemeshow test will be completed and the Somer’s D statistic will be calculated. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

Introduction 

Chapter Four presents the results of the analysis described in Chapter Three. 

The research questions were: 

What is the upward transfer rate for A.A. and A.S. major students who started at RCC 

from the period beginning in August 2013 and ending in December 2016?   

What is the impact of demographic factors (age, race, SES, gender), precollege factors 

(college preparation, dual enrollment, attended a rural high school), academic factors 

(community college GPA, completed community college degree, adviser experience, full/part 

time enrollment, continuous enrollment), environmental factors (marital status, parental status), 

and financial aid factors (received a Pell Grant) on A.A. and A.S. student upward transfer from 

RCC?  

The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section aims to describe the sample, the 

various independent variables, and the dependent variable upward transfer, as well as provide 

contrast to how RCC compares to other colleges. The second section details the results of the 

binomial logistic regression analysis of the impact of variables used for analysis used in the 

study. 

Sample Size and Missing Data 

 RCC had a total of 2,141 students age 18 or older start college and major in a university 

transfer program between the Fall 2013 and Fall 2016 semesters. Data was missing for some 

students in many cases. Not completing FAFSA being the most common reason for missing data 

and 329 students did not complete the FAFSA.  In many other cases, data for specific students, 
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for example high school attended, adviser of record, or college preparedness was not included.  

Ultimately, 1,456 students were considered in the regression analysis.   

Demographic Variables 

 Demographic variables in the study include age, race, gender, and family income. The 

data are reported as frequencies for nominal or categorical level variables and as means for 

continuous or ratio level variables.   

The mean age of RCC university transfer students studied was 22.5 years old. Nationally, 

the average age of all Community College students was 28 years old, with 56% under age 22 

(AACC, 2021). Using data from IPEDS, researchers gathered comparison data for a cohort of 45 

community colleges in the Southeastern United States for the 2013-2016 academic years, similar 

to RCC in terms of size (between 5,000 and 10,000 students). For RCC, 77.1% of the university 

transfer students were under age 25, compared to 60.8% of students in the cohort.  RCC’s 

university transfer population trends younger than overall student bodies at comparable regional 

institutions and nationally. 

Table 2  

Gender 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer Students 

RCC University 

Transfer Average 

National Community 

College Average 

IPEDS Cohort 

Average 

Female 1,024 70% 57% 59% 

Male    432 29% 43% 41% 

 

RCC’s university transfer population skews more heavily female than the student bodies 

at comparable regional institutions and nationally (AACC, 2021). For the regression analysis, 

gender was coded as Male = 1 and Female = 0. 
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Table 3  

Race 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer Students 

RCC University 

Transfer Average 

National Community 

College Average 

IPEDS Cohort 

Average 

White 715 49% 44% 64% 

Black 356 24% 13% 23% 

Hispanic 277 19% 27%  5% 

Other 108   7% 16%  8% 

 

Compared to national averages, RCC has more white students and (significantly) more 

black students and fewer Hispanic and other students. Compared to similar regional institutions, 

RCC’s student population is notably less white and significantly more Hispanic. For the 

regression analysis, race was coded as White = 1, and Nonwhite = 0. 

Table 4 

RCC Family Income 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer Students 

Mean $37,599 

Median $27,214 

Mode $0 

Range $0 to $290,408 

 

Table 4 provides some summary statistics regarding the family incomes of RCC students. 

Table 5 compares attempts to put RCC in perspective by comparing its students to national 

averages. 
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Table 5 

Family Income Comparison 

Family  

Income 

RCC University 

Transfer Students 

National Community 

College Average 

<$20,000 40% 37% 

$20,000-$49,999 32% 30% 

>$49,999 27% 33% 

 

RCC University Transfer students appear to have lower incomes than community college 

students nationally. However, the sample only has family income data for FAFSA completers 

and the missing data may skew RCC Data in unknown ways. For the regression analysis, Family 

Income race was coded as greater than or equal to $50,000 = 1, and less than $50,000 = 0. 

Pre-College Variables 

 Pre-College Variables in the study include dual enrollment in college classes while in 

high school, readiness for college in Math, readiness for college in English, and attending a rural 

high school. The data are reported as frequencies for nominal or categorical level variables.  

For dual enrollment status, 302 (21%) of RCC’s university transfer students had been 

dual enrolled in college classes while in high school and 1,154 (79%) had not been dual enrolled. 

Nationally, 15% of first-time degree seeking students who enrolled in 2010 were former dual 

enrollment students, putting RCC university transfer students in line with, if not slightly above, 

the national average (Fink, et al., 2017). For the regression analysis, dual enrollment was coded 

as Dual Enrolled = 1 and Not Dual Enrolled = 0. 
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Table 6 

College Readiness 

 College Math College English Math and English 

Ready 672 (43%) 808 (55%) 624 (43%) 

Not Ready 648 (57%) 648 (45%) 832 (57%) 

 

College readiness was measured overall (for both English and math) as well as 

individually for both English and for Math. Students were considered college ready based on 

high school GPA, standardized testing, and placement testing. Nationally, 60% of community 

college students took at least one remedial course in English or math (CCRC), indicating that 

they were not ready for college. RCC university transfer students appear to be slightly more 

prepared for college than their counterparts nationally. For the regression analysis, college 

readiness is coded as College Ready = 1 and Not College Ready = 0; college readiness for Math 

was coded as College Ready Math = 1 and Not College Ready Math = 0; college readiness for 

English was coded as College Ready English = 1 and Not College Ready English = 0. 

For rural high school attendance, 1,515 (80.28%) RCC university transfer students 

attended a rural high school while 372 (19.72%) did not attend a high school classified as rural.  

No data on high school attended were available for 254 students.  For the regression analysis, 

attending a rural high school was coded as attended rural high school = 1 and did not attend a 

rural high school = 0. 

Academic Variables 

 Academic variables in the study include community college GPA, earned an associate 

degree, adviser experience, full time enrollment, and continuous enrollment. The data are 
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reported as frequencies for nominal or categorical level variables and as means for continuous or 

ratio level variables. 

For community college GPA, the mean GPA of RCC university transfer students was 

2.54, with a standard deviation of 1.17, on a scale of 0 to 4.0. This is higher than the approximate 

average GPA of all community college students in NC, 2.4. For the regression analysis, GPA 

was measured on a scale of 0 to 4.0. 

 For years of adviser experience, the mean number of years of experience for RCC 

University transfer student advisers in the sample was 9.8 years, with a minimum of zero years’ 

experience and a maximum of 27 years’ experience. Seven years was the mode or middle 

number of years of experience for RCC advisers.  

Adviser experience was based on the number of years employed at the college. Adviser 

Experience was operationalized as advisers with seven or fewer years of experience and as 

advisers with greater than seven years of experience and was coded as greater than seven years 

of adviser experience = 1 and seven years or less of adviser experience = 0. 

Table 7   

Earned a Degree 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer 

Students 

RCC University 

Transfer Average 

National 

Community 

College Average 

IPEDS 

Cohort 

Average 

Earned Degree   334 23% 40% 22% 

No Degree 1,122 77% 60% 78% 

 

RCC University transfer students graduated at a lower rate than community college 

students nationally (the national figure allowed students more time to finish their degree) but at a 
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higher rate than their counterparts in the IPEDS cohort. For the regression analysis, earning a 

degree was coded as Degree = 1 and No degree = 0. 

Table 8  

Enrollment Status 

Variable RCC university 

Transfer Students 

RCC University 

Transfer Average 

National Community 

College Average 

IPEDS Cohort 

Average 

Full Time 471 32% 35% 42% 

Part Time 985  68% 65% 58% 

 

RCC’s university transfer population has fewer full time and more part time students than 

both the overall community college student bodies at comparable regional institutions in the 

IPEDS Cohort and nationally. For the regression analysis, full time attendance was coded as Full 

time = 1 and Part Time = 0. 

For whether or not students were continuously enrolled in college for the Fall and Spring 

semesters, 318 (22%) were continuously enrolled and 1,138 (78%) were not continuously 

enrolled. For the regression analysis, continuous enrollment was coded as continuously enrolled 

= 1 and not continuously enrolled = 0. 

Environmental Variables 

 Environmental variables in the study include community college student marital status 

and parental status. The data are reported as frequencies for nominal or categorical level 

variables. 

 For student marital status, 246 (17%) RCC University transfer students were married and 

1,210 (83%) were not married. For the regression analysis, student marital status was coded as 

Married = 1 and Not Married = 0. 
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Table 9  

Parental Status 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer Students 

RCC University 

Transfer Average 

National Community 

College Average 

Parent    401 28% 30% 

Non-Parent 1,055 72% 70% 

 

Nationally, 30% of community college students are parents (IWPR, 2019). RCC 

University transfer student marriage rates are roughly in line with students nationally. For the 

regression analysis, parental status was coded as Parent = 1 and Not a Parent = 0. 

Financial Aid Variables 

Table 10  

Received Federal Pell Grant 

Variable RCC University 

Transfer 

Students 

RCC University 

Transfer 

Average 

National 

Community 

College Average 

IPEDS 

Cohort 

Average 

Received Pell Grant 1,115 77% 33% 43% 

Did Not Receive Pell  341 23% 67% 57% 

 

RCC’s university transfer students are more reliant on Pell Grants than both the overall 

community college student bodies at comparable regional institutions in the IPEDS Cohort and 

nationally. For the regression analysis, student Pell status was coded as student receiving Pell = 1 

and student not receiving Pell = 0. 

For student FAFSA Completion, 1,812 (84.69%) of RCC’s university transfer students 

completed the FAFSA while 329 (15.31%) did not complete the FAFSA. Nationally, FAFSA 
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completion rates for community college students are 60%. RCC university transfer students 

completed the FAFSA at significantly higher rates than the national average. For the regression 

analysis, completing the FAFSA was coded as Completed the FAFSA = 1 and Did not Complete 

the FAFSA = 0. 

Bivariate Associations 

Bivariate analysis was completed using the Chi-Square test of independence to search for 

interrelationships between the nominal or categorical variables, the Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient to search for interrelationships between the ratio variables, and t-tests to search for 

interrelationships between the ratio and nominal variables (Hatcher & Stepanski, 1994). 

Chi-Square was calculated for nominal variables. For variables that were significant 

(p<.05), Cramer’s V was determined to measure the size of the effect. According to Lee (2016) 

Cramer’s V measures of association of less than .4 are moderate, less than .2 are weak, and less 

than .1 are negligible. Most relationships between variables were weak or negligible, with only 

one having a Cramer’s V that exceeded .26.  The association between married and parent is 

strong at .4922. While not all married students are parents and not all student parents are 

married, it is reasonable that this group would overlap given societal norms regarding marriage 

and children and the model will be adjusted to exclude the married variable. 

The Pearson Correlation Coefficient was calculated to measure the relationship between 

ratio level variables. Per Hatcher & Stepanski (1994), Pearson Correlations of less than plus or 

minus .2 are considered to be weak and all of the statistically significant correlations among ratio 

level variables are below .2, indicating no moderate or strong correlations between these 

independent variables.          

 Two sampled T-tests were performed to determine the level of association between 
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nominal level and ratio level variables. For variables that had a statistically significant 

relationship, Cohen’s D was calculated to measure the size of the effect, with values of .8 

indicating a large effect. There were large effect sizes of statistically significant relationships 

between several of the independent variables, but these are to be expected given the underlying 

relationships. For example, GPA and earned a degree have a statistically significant relationship 

and a large effect size (Cohen’s D = 1.169) but since earning a degree requires a minimum GPA 

and stronger students tend to have higher GPAs and graduate at higher rates, this relationship is 

to be expected.   

Multicollinearity 

It is important to describe the measures of association between the variables in the 

regression model. The measures of association demonstrate the significance of the relationship 

among the variables. We would like to find a strong correlation between the dependent variable 

and each independent variable and minimal intercorrelations among all independent variables. 

Once bivariate analysis was complete, the variables were tested for multicollinearity 

using SAS 9.4. Variables in the regression model will correlate to some degree, but if the 

variables intercorrelation is too high, it becomes hard to tell how each variable is affecting the 

independent variable. Multicollinearity is the result when independent variables are too highly 

correlated.   

Collinearity was measured in this study using estimates of variance tolerance and by 

calculating variance inflation factors (VIF) to search for evidence of multicollinearity.   

Estimates of tolerance range from 0 to 1 and measure the variance in an independent 

variable that is not explained by the other independent variables. Allison (1999) suggest that 
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tolerances below .4 are an indication of multicollinearity. All independent variables in the 

regression model have tolerances above .4. 

Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) are the opposite of tolerance and measure how much of 

the variance in a coefficient if being inflated by multicollinearity. VIFs above 2.5 is cause for 

concern regarding multicollinearity (Johnston, Jones, & Manley, 2018). VIF’s for all 

independent variables in this study were found to be below 2.5 and do not suggest a 

multicollinearity problem. 

Binary Logistic Regression 

This study utilized multiple regression techniques, specifically binary logistic regression, 

to help determine the predictive value of the independent variables (X) on the dependent variable 

(Y).  The regression equation can be expressed as: 

Y = α + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + … βOXO + error 

where Y is the expected value of the independent variable, α represents the value of Y when all 

independent variables (X1, X2…XO) are equal to zero (the intercept) and β1 through βO represent 

the estimated regression coefficients, or the amount that Y changes relative to a one unit change 

in X, holding all other independent variables constant.  

Results of the Regression 

 Logistic regression was run in SAS 9.4 using the proc logistic descending procedure, 

regressing upward transfer results at RCC on the linear combination of all predictor variables. 

The combination of independent variables predicts transfer. The model statistics (Likelihood 

ratio test, X2 = 349.33, df = 15, p = <.0001; Wald test, X2 = 266.96, p = <.0001) indicate a 

rejection of the null hypothesis and conclusion that, overall, the model is significant and at least 

one of the predictor coefficients is not 0. Pseudo R2 was used as a measure of the model’s 
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goodness of fit. The pseudo R2 of 0.213 indicated that the variables in the model predicted 21.3% 

of the variability in RCC students’ upward transfer. 

 The individual independent variables that significantly contributed (p ≤ .05) to the 

variance in upward transfer were earning a community college degree, family income, full time 

enrollment, being prepared for college level math, dual enrollment, adviser experience, 

community college GPA, and race (listed in order of magnitude). Using a less stringent measure 

of significance (p ≤ .10), graduating from a rural high school and being continuously enrolled 

were also found to significantly contribute to the variance in upward transfer. Age, gender, being 

prepared for college level English, being a parent, and being on Pell were not significantly 

associated with upward transfer in the model (see Table 11).  

Of the statistically significant independent variables, family income, being prepared for 

college level math, Community College GPA, earning a Community College degree, full time 

enrollment, and adviser experience were all found to positively correlate with upward transfer 

while the race, dual enrollment, and rural high school variables negatively correlated with 

upward transfer.   

Appendix A contains the SAS program and output for the logistic regression model. 

Odds Ratios 

 There are eight independent variables with p-values less than .05 and they are listed in 

Table 12 in order of magnitude. Two more independent variables have p-values greater than .05 

but less than .10 and they are included in Table 12 as well. Table 12 displays odds ratios and p-

values of all the statistically significant independent variables. 

 Odds ratios indicate how more or less likely upward transfer is for a given state of the 

independent variable. For example, the largest odds ratio is for earned a degree, indicating that 
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Table 11 

 Logistic Regression 

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Parameter DF Estimate 

Standard 

Error 

Wald 

Chi-Square Pr > Chi Sq 

Odds 

Ratio 

Intercept 1 -1.6884 0.4107 16.9018 <.0001  

Age 1 -0.0105 0.0124 0.7167 0.3972 0.99 

Race 1 -0.2686 0.1295 4.3029 0.0380   1.31* 

Gender 1 0.1594 0.1420 1.2590 0.2618 1.17 

Family Income 1 0.5168 0.1552 11.0889 0.0009 1.68 

Dual Enrollment 1 -0.4114 0.1721 5.7176 0.0168   1.51* 

College Ready Math 1 0.4559 0.1787 6.5088 0.0107 1.58 

College Ready English 1 0.0161 0.1786 0.0081 0.9283 1.02 

Rural High School 1 -0.2956 0.1661 3.1662 0.0752   1.34* 

GPA 1 0.2786 0.0668 17.3705 <.0001 1.32 

Earned a Degree 1 1.7916 0.1642 119.0749 <.0001 5.99 

Adviser Experience 1 0.3419 0.1394 6.0150 0.0142 1.41 

Full Time Enrollment 1 0.4717 0.1358 12.0663 0.0005 1.60 

Continuous Enrollment 1 0.2801 0.1613 3.0132 0.0826 1.32 

Parent 1 -0.2211 0.1736 1.6216 0.2029   1.25* 

Have PELL Grant 1 -0.1193 0.1670 0.5109 0.4747   1.13* 

*For independent variables with negative correlations, odds ratios are shown as unbounded. 

 

university transfer students who earned a degree at the community college level are 5.99 times 

more likely to transfer upward than those students who do not earn a degree. For negative 

correlated variables, the opposite is true. For example, students who attended a rural high school 

are 1.34 times less likely to transfer upward. 
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Table 12 

Odd Ratios 

Variable P-Value Odds Ratio 

Earned a Degree <.0001 5.99 

Family Income 0.0009 1.68 

Full Time Enrollment 0.0005 1.60 

College Ready Math 0.0107 1.58 

Dual Enrollment 0.0168     1.51** 

Adviser Experience 0.0142 1.41 

GPA <.0001 1.32 

Race 0.0380     1.31** 

Rural High School   0.0752*     1.34** 

Continuous Enrollment   0.0826* 1.32 

*Variables with a p-value greater than .05 but less than .10 

**For independent variables with negative correlations, odds ratios are shown as unbounded. 

 

Magnitude of Results 

 Reviewing the results of the logistic regression model, there are ten statistically 

significant variables. The variable with, by far, the largest effect on upward transfer is earning a 

degree. University transfer students who earned a degree at RCC are almost six times more likely 

to transfer upward than those who do not earn a degree. In NC, students may transfer upward at 

any point and a degree is not generally a requirement, making the size and impact of the earning 

a degree finding even more remarkable. The magnitude of earning a degree on upward transfer is 

so much larger than the effects of the other variables in the model that its importance cannot be 

overstated. This is the most important finding of the study. 
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 The variables family income, full time enrollment, and college math readiness all had 

medium impacts on upward transfer. Students who had family incomes above $50,000, enrolled 

full time, or were ready for college math were 1.58 to 1.68 times more likely to transfer upward 

than those students who did not fit those respective categories (see Table 12). Readers should 

note that, while these variables are statistically significant and demonstrate an impact on transfer, 

they are not nearly as large as the impact demonstrated in the study of earning a degree. 

The variables adviser experience, community college GPA, and continuous enrollment 

each had a relatively small impact on upward transfer, with students who had an adviser with 

greater than seven years’ experience, a one-point higher GPA, or were enrolled continuously 

were 1.32 to 1.41 times more likely to transfer upward than transfer students who did not fit 

those respective categories (see Table 12).  

Dual enrollment, majority/minority status, and attending a rural high school not only had 

a relatively small impact on upward transfer (1.31-1.51) but also demonstrated negative 

correlation with upward transfer (see table 12). In this study, dual enrollment status, attending a 

rural high school, or being white correlated with a student being less likely to transfer upward, 

relative to those students who did not fit those respective categories. While the negative 

correlations of these variables warrants additional discussion, the impact is still small. 

Chapter Summary 

 This study aimed to determine whether demographic, pre-college, academic, 

environmental, and financial aid factors were associated with upward transfer from a rural 

community college to a four-year institution. The proposed model was significant, with a pseudo 

R2 = 0.21. Of the fifteen independent variables in the model, eight were significant predictors of 

upward transfer (earned a degree, full time enrollment, family income, college ready math, dual 
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enrollment, adviser experience, community college GPA, and race), with p values less than .05 

and two additional variables were significant (attended a rural high school, continuous 

enrollment), with p values less than .10. Of the statistically significant variables, dual enrollment, 

race, and attending a rural high school were negatively associated with upward transfer while all 

other statistically significant variables had a positive association with students transferring 

upward. 
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Chapter 5: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to identify factors associated with upward transfer from a 

rural community college to four-year institutions. Demographic, Pre-college, Academic, 

Environmental, and Financial Aid factors were considered. The study uses quantitative analytical 

research methods (specifically logistic regression) and a retrospective explanatory non-

experimental (causal-comparative) research design applied to internally generated secondary 

data gathered from a rural community college over several semesters (Johnson, 2001). The study 

was based on the population of students who enrolled in RCC and declared a university transfer 

major pathway (A.A. or A.S.) no earlier than the Fall 2013 semester and no later than the Fall 

2016 semester. The sample examined included 1,456 students. This chapter summarizes and 

discusses the results of the study, details contributions to the literature on community college 

upward transfer, considers the study’s limitations, and proposes opportunities for additional 

research.  

Conclusions and Discussion 

Upward transfer was defined as the process by which students begin their higher 

education at a Community College or other two-year institution and then transfer to a four-year 

institution to complete their bachelor degree. The research questions for the study were: 

1. What is the upward transfer rate for A.A. and A.S. major students who started at RCC 

from the period beginning in August 2013 and ending in December 2016?   

2. What are the impacts of demographic factors (age, race, SES, gender), precollege 

factors (college preparation, dual enrollment, attended a rural high school), academic 

factors (community college GPA, completed community college degree, adviser 
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experience, full/part time enrollment, continuous enrollment) environmental factors 

(marital status, parental status), and financial aid factors (received a Pell Grant) on 

A.A. and A.S. student upward transfer from RCC?  

The study found that, in answer to the first research question, the upward transfer rate for 

University Transfer major students during the time period under consideration was 37.7%. The 

study also found that eight factors were significantly associated with community college student 

upward transfer, including (in order of magnitude) earned a degree, full time enrollment, family 

income, college ready math, dual enrollment, adviser experience, community college GPA, and 

race. While at a lower level of confidence, the study also found that two other factors, continuous 

enrollment and attending a rural high school, were also associated with upward transfer. 

Upward Transfer Rate 

While transfer rates from community college to four-year institutions can vary widely 

depending on the data used, parameters selected, and time frame considered, the rate clusters 

around 25% (Cohen, Brawer, and Kisker, 2014). NC’s upward transfer rate for community 

college students is 24% (Jenkins & Fink, 2016). RCC’s upward transfer rate for university 

transfer majors is 37% (which differs from the state and national rates referenced due to its more 

restrictive measurement). RCC’s 37% upward transfer rate could be an indicator that community 

colleges are more successful with upward transfer than some studies have concluded. 

For RCC, and similar community colleges, having a proper internal metric for measuring 

institutional success with student upward transfer and regularly measuring and evaluating that 

metric is key. The open-door nature of community colleges and the populations that they serve 

make it unlikely that these community colleges would ever reach anywhere near 100% of 

upward transfer success with those students who have taken concrete academic steps towards the 
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goal of upward transfer. Defining community college upward transfer success is clearly more 

nuanced than generating a relatively high-sounding metric. Individual community colleges need 

to determine their own level of success at upward transfer that considers the characteristics of 

their students and the communities they serve. Most colleges, and especially those with 

characteristics similar to RCC, are just too varied to in size, geography, and student makeup to 

easily come up with one measure of upward transfer success that is easily comparable to other 

community colleges. However, the importance of understanding how successful individual 

community colleges are at helping students succeed at transferring upward cannot be 

understated. Its only from this point that colleges can begin to answer the questions of “how are 

we doing” with upward transfer and “how can we improve”. 

RCC’s 37% measure of upward transfer success may also lend credence to the idea that 

community colleges are doing better at producing transfer students than some studies that 

measure upward transfer by using measures of reported student intent suggest. For example, 

Shorette and Byrd (2016) site a community college upward transfer rate in CA of 4%. Adelman 

(1999), Townsend (1999) and Lichtenberger and Dieterich (2013) have all argued, in various 

ways, that measuring upward transfer by dividing all community college students who claim they 

intend to transfer by those who actually do transfer is a poor way to measure community college 

upward transfer performance. In this study, the denominator to determine transfer rate was more 

narrowly defined as someone who demonstrated an intent to transfer by declaring a university 

transfer major. At RCC, this narrower measure of upward transfer seemed to yield a notably 

better upward transfer result than some other studies.   

The concept of narrowing the definition of transfer has support in the literature. Clagett 

(1990), Bradburn, Hurst, & Peng (2001) and Horn and Lew (2007) all found that using 
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increasingly restrictive definitions of who is considered an upward transfer student (the 

denominator) led to higher reported transfer rates. While all of these studies use different 

measures of upward transfer (hours completed, transfer courses taken, major pathway, etc.) they 

do a good job of examining the nuances of community college upward transfer and go beyond 

the concept of intent as a measure of community college upward transfer success. As with RCC’s 

upward transfer rate of 37% demonstrates, many community colleges may be doing a better job 

of producing transfer students than measures that primarily utilize self-reported student intent 

suggest.  

Researchers need to move beyond the simplistic measuring community college students’ 

intent to transfer, dividing that by the number of students who eventually do transfer to a four-

year institution, coming up with a relatively low percentage, and then concluding that 

community colleges are failing at the transfer function. Measures of student intent to transfer are 

useful in helping understand community college students’ initial goals but do not capture the 

variety of options community college students have available to them, or the potential economic 

outcomes associated with those options. Clark (1960) bemoaned the “cooling out” of community 

college students with transfer intent to terminal two-year degrees. The Washington State Board 

of Community Colleges (2020) found that community college professional technical degrees 

offer a strong combination of immediate earnings and long-term growth. When considering the 

economic opportunity available to graduates in technical fields such as the trades or healthcare, 

initially intending to transfer and ultimately completing an associate degree in a career oriented 

major with a promising economic payoff is a positive outcome, for the student, the community 

college, and society.  
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Serious studies of community college upward transfer must consider other measures 

besides student initial intent and dig deeper into the data surrounding the community college 

student experience to meaningfully consider how well community colleges actually help students 

transfer upward. An accepted measure of upward transfer students within a given time frame 

would have meaningful value for further research.  

For example, a standard measure for community college upward transfer success for 

future research might include students who enter the community college, declare a university 

transfer major, and take a certain number of transferable credits, say twelve. That metric could 

then be compared to students who transfer upward within a fixed time frame, perhaps three 

years. These parameters were used by Henry & Knight (2000) in their study on students that 

transferred upward and persisted. Such a measure would capture students who took meaningful 

steps toward transfer, including major declaration and course selection. Requiring completion of 

twelve credits would exclude students who were just dipping their toe in educational waters or 

who did not stay at the institution long enough to generate a meaningful academic record. It 

would also eliminate students who quickly changed their major. Using a three-year time frame 

for upward transfer to the four-year institution would eliminate from the calculation students 

who were perpetual course takers or slower going part time enrollees.  

Like every measure, there are problems with this calculation of upward transfer success. 

Three years may be too restrictive of a time frame to count all students who successfully transfer 

upward. Community college students face many challenges and colleges may be still be 

considered successful if their students take longer to transfer upward to the four-year school. 

Twelve hours also could be too low of a measure of transfer intent or commitment. Twelve credit 

hours is effectively one semester and that number of credits could be an overly inclusive measure 
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of student transfer commitment in time or in course selection. These metrics could also be overly 

weighted towards students who are younger or lack external responsibilities.  

 We know from the literature that increasingly restrictive measurements of upward 

transfer (predictably) lead to higher reported levels of success (Clagett, 1990). An accepted 

measure of upward transfer success in the research community that considered metrics beyond 

reported student intent but was restrictive enough to hold institutions accountable for their role in 

the upward transfer process would provide tremendous value to the literature and future research 

surrounding community college upward transfer. 

Impact of Factors Associated with Upward Transfer 

 In answer to the second research question, the study found that eight factors were 

significantly associated with community college student upward transfer at a 95% confidence 

level (p<.05). In order of magnitude, the independent variables earned a degree, family income, 

full time enrollment, college ready math, dual enrollment, adviser experience, community 

college GPA, and race were found to have a statistically significant relationship with community 

college student upward transfer. At a lower 90% level of confidence (p<.10), continuous 

enrollment and attending a rural high school were found to have a statistically significant 

relationship with community college student upward transfer that is also worthy of further 

exploration. Overall, the study found that earning a degree at the community college has a major 

impact on community college upward transfer, family income and full-time enrollment had a 

minor impact, and the impact of other variables was generally small. 

 The model used in this study was statistically significant and explained approximately 

21% of the variance in student upward transfer at RCC. A Sommer’s D calculation of .54 also 

suggest the goodness of fit of the model. Upward transfer is a complex social phenomenon and 
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any single model is unlikely to explain all of the variance or even a high percentage of the 

variance in upward transfer. Clearly, there are many other variables that impact community 

college student upward transfer at RCC, beyond those studied in this model. The model is still 

useful, though. It serves as a starting place to measure upward transfer success at RCC. 

Importantly, the model identified earning a community college degree as a variable highly 

impacting upward transfer at RCC. The model suggests promoting degree seeking goals and 

behaviors would be the single most important thing RCC could do to improve upward transfer 

rates. 

 The model finds that family income, full time enrollment, and being college ready for 

math are all statistically significant variables that impact upward transfer at RCC, but not nearly 

to the level of degree completion. Using this information, RCC can take steps to emphasize the 

importance of fulltime enrollment to its transfer students and try to mitigate risk associated with 

students who are not ready for college level math but have transfer as a goal. RCC has limited 

tools to impact challenges with family income but could seek to identify those transfer students 

who face income challenges and increase awareness of and access to the limited financial tools 

they have available.  

 The model also demonstrates how being dual enrolled, the experience of a student’s 

academic adviser, earned community college GPA, race, continuous enrollment, and attending a 

rural high school all impact upward transfer at RCC, although with odds ratios of 1.3-1.5 (see 

Table 12), the impact is small. Given the small impact of these variables on upward transfer and 

their relative importance in the model, RCC would do well to place greater emphasis on other 

factors before it tries to improve upward transfer rates through targeting one of these measures.   
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 Other novel findings from the model were that race and dual enrollment did not respond 

as expected based on the literature (Wang, 2012; Mourad & Hong, 2011; Wood, Navarez, & 

Hilton, 2012; Roksa and Colcagno, 2010; Lee and Frank, 1990; Turk and Chen, 2017). White 

students were less likely than minority students and dual enrolled students were less likely than 

non-dual enrolled students to transfer upward (negative correlations, see Tables 11 & 12), 

although the effects were small. 

Variable: Earned a Degree 

 By far the most important and interesting finding in the study is that RCC university 

transfer students who earn a community college degree are almost six (5.99) times more likely to 

transfer upward to a four-year institution than university transfer students who do not earn a 

degree from RCC.  

 To fully understand the importance of this finding, it is important to know that earning a 

degree is rarely a requirement for upward transfer. Community college students may transfer 

upward at any time if a four-year institution will accept them. Completing a fixed number of 

credit hours or a certain number of semesters is not necessarily required to transfer upward at 

many four-year institutions. While earning a two-year degree may be an admissions preference 

and completing more credit hours at a two-year intuition may lower overall educational costs, 

students can and regularly do transfer from community colleges to senior institutions without 

completing associate degrees. 

 There is considerable support in the literature for the idea that earning a degree at the 

two-year institution is correlated with upward transfer to a four-year institution. Eagan and 

Jaegar (2009) found that students who earned an associate degree were 24% more likely to 

transfer upward than students who did not. Roksa and Colgano (2010), found that students 
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completing the associate’s degree were almost 40 times as likely to transfer upward as students 

who did not. Shapiro (2013) found more students overall completed the four-year degree without 

earning a two-year degree than with one but full-time students were more likely to have earned a 

two-year degree. 

  RCC seems to have internalized these research concepts regarding degree completion 

and upward transfer. RCC transfer students are encouraged to complete their degree and RCC 

has a relatively robust upward transfer advising function and has worked at building a transfer 

culture, which are elements suggested by Wyner, Jenkins, & Fink, (2016) that are thought to 

encourage upward transfer. RCC has included degree completion in several of the transfer 

agreements it negotiates with senior institutions so that they will favor degree completers, if not 

for outright admission than for the more selective benefits included in the articulation 

agreements.  

This study, along with the relevant literature referenced above, would seem to suggest 

that other community colleges seeking to improve upward transfer outcomes, especially colleges 

similar to RCC, would do well to enhance their focus on degree completion for transfer students 

at the community college level. Encouraging degree completion for upward transfer students, 

designing transfer degree pathways that allow students to complete their degree quickly and 

efficiently, without wasting credits that do not transfer, and quality advising for transfer students 

to help them progress along those transfer pathways are all efforts that could lead to both 

increased community college degree completions, which in this study is related to greater 

upward transfer to four-year institutions among community college students. 

Regarding degree completion, it is important to consider that several byproducts of 

degree completion are also found, both in the literature and in this study, to be associated with 
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upward transfer. Consider that, to earn an associate degree, community college students have to 

earn a minimum GPA (2.0) and complete a minimum number of credit hours (at least 60 in NC). 

This study found that community college GPA, full time enrollment, and continuous enrollment 

were all associated with increase upward transfer rates. Similarly, there is ample evidence in the 

literature (Doyle, 2009; Eagan & Jaegar, 2010; Monaghan and Attewell, 2015; Roksa & 

Colcagno, 2010; Wood, Nevarez, & Hilton, 2012) that increased GPA, full time and continuous 

enrollment, and increasing levels of credit earned are all associated with upward transfer.  

These factors are important in that all are associated with and, in some ways lead to 

degree completion. A student who earns an associate degree will have a GPA of at least 2.0. A 

student who maintains continuous enrollment and/or full-time enrollment will proceed to a 

degree faster than one who does not. A student who earns an associate degree from a community 

college will cross all the key credit earning thresholds (12, 20, 40, and 60 credits) found to be 

notable multiple studies (Adelman, 1999, 2005, 2007; Bradburn and Hurst, 2001; Doyle, 2009; 

Monaghan and Attewell, 2015). To varying extents, these other factors are tied to, and in some 

cases culminate in, earning a degree and those interrelationships cannot be ignored. The 

association is not bulletproof, though, as Monaghan and Attewell (2015) found. Among students 

who state at the outset of their studies that they intend to transfer and earn 60 credits, only 60% 

transfer upward. There are no guarantees and colleges would do well to put the work in, as RCC 

has seemingly done. 

Variable: Family Income 

  RCC university transfer students with family incomes of greater than $50,000 were 1.68 

times more likely to transfer upward than students with family incomes of less than $50,000. 

Family income (also known as Socioeconomic Status or SES) is commonly measured in 
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quintiles, with $50,000 approximately equal to the upper bound of the second quintile. Family 

income data was obtained from the completed FAFSA forms of RCC university transfer 

students. 

 One goal of education is upward mobility and studies like Carnevale, Rose, & Cheah 

(2011) show that earning a bachelor degree can lead to higher expected earnings over an 

individual’s working life. As community college students are more likely to be lower on the 

income ladder and low-income students often enter higher education through the community 

college, those students’ ability to successfully transfer upward to a four-year institution is an 

important tool for escaping poverty and improving their lifetime earning potential as well as an 

important outcome for community college success.       

 The model for this study found that higher family income was correlated with successful 

upward transfer in a statistically significant way. That is consistent with the findings of other 

researchers (Wang, 2012; Gross & Goldhaber, 2009; Velez and Javalgi, 1987; Lee & Frank, 

1990; Wood, Nevarez, & Hilton, 2012; Roksa & Colcagno, 2010; Adelman, 1999) who found 

that SES was positively associated with upward transfer, although the magnitude of their 

findings differed.  

Students with higher family incomes are more likely to be able to attend college full time 

and continuously, in that they can both more easily afford the cost of attendance and can avoid 

outside distractions such as those associated with work and family pressures and also may be 

required to work for fewer hours at a job. They may also be better able to avoid financial issues 

that interrupt their ability to enroll and attend college continuously. Simply put, having more 

money is associated with multiple factors that correlate with upward transfer success in the 

model (Full time enrollment, continuous enrollment, higher GPA, earning a degree). 
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 RCC needs to consider ways, large and small, that it can help students with family 

incomes below $50,000 transfer upward. The institution already has taken some steps, with 

scholarships in place for students with financial emergencies as well as significant need based 

financial aid and avenues to earning free tuition based on activities in high school. RCC also has 

various supports in place to help students with more basic needs such as food insecurity. Specific 

to upward transfer students, education and advising about the costs involved with upward 

transfer, the aid available, and what those things really mean for the economic choices associated 

with upward transfer are some ways RCC could help facilitate more upward transfer for students 

in the two lowest quintiles of family income. 

Variable: Full Time Enrollment 

 University transfer students who were enrolled full time at RCC were 1.6 times more 

likely to transfer upward than RCC students who were enrolled part time. The concept of full-

time enrollment positively influencing community college student upward transfer is consistent 

with other findings in the transfer literature (Eagan & Jaegar, 2009; Roksa & Colcagno, 2010; 

Shapiro, 2013; Turk & Chen, 2017). Students enrolled full-time are able to amass credits more 

quickly than students enrolled part time. Full time enrollment and increased earning of credits 

can lead to faster degree completion, which is also associated with successful upward transfer, in 

this model and other studies (Eagan and Jaegar, 2009; Roksa and Colgano, 2010; Shapiro, 2013).   

 While not guaranteed, full time enrollment status suggests that students may have more 

time available for their academic pursuits and/or fewer outside distractions such as work and/or 

family responsibilities that place demands on their time and attention and interfere with their 

schooling. More time and less distraction could lead to greater ability to focus on academic 

success, leading to higher GPA, more credit accumulation, and quicker degree completion, all of 
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which are shown in this study to be correlated with upward transfer. Taking more time to earn 

community college credits and/or graduate, as well as having more work or family 

responsibilities could interfere with or slow down transfer students trying to complete their 

education and move forward towards transfer. The number of hours worked by transfer students 

at RCC was not available information for this study. Examining how hours worked is associated 

with upward transfer at RCC would be a beneficial element for the college to consider. 

While this study did not find age to be a significant predictor of upward transfer, other 

studies (Dougherty and Kienzl, 2006; Hagedorn et al. 2006; Wood, Nevarez, & Hilton, 2012) 

have found that upward transfer is associated with younger students, in particular students who 

start community college straight out of high school. These students may be less likely to have 

jobs, or need to work to live, and may be more likely to live at home. Again, they would fit the 

profile of students having factors positively associated with upward transfer. 

Variable: College Ready Math 

 RCC university transfer students were 1.58 times more likely to transfer upward if they 

entered RCC academically prepared for college level mathematics courses. Academic 

preparation was determined by high school GPA, performance on the SAT or ACT, or 

performance on standardized placement tests taken at RCC.  

 There is support in the upward transfer literature that college preparation is an important 

factor associated with upward transfer rates. Hagedorn et al. (2008) and Roksa & Colcagno 

(2010) demonstrated that preparation for college is associated with successful upward transfer. 

 Students who were deemed not academically prepared for college level math were 

required to take one or more developmental math courses at the community college before they 

could take a college level math class at RCC. At least one college level math course is required 
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for university transfer degrees in NC and, depending on the degree pathway, additional math 

courses may also be required. Some university transfer courses at RCC have math placement as a 

corequisite, so students may be restricted from other courses beyond just college level math if 

they do not arrive at RCC math ready. Arriving at the community college unprepared for college 

level math extends the time and cost to degree completion. Developmental math courses are also 

unlikely to be granted transfer credit by four-year institutions.   

 At RCC and nationally there is evidence (Bailey & Cho, 2010) that students enrolled in 

developmental courses have difficulty progressing from them to the college level gateway 

English and math courses. Almost by definition, it is not surprising that students coming to 

community college unprepared for college level math would transfer at lower rates than students 

who do arrive math ready. RCC would do well to recognize, in advance, the dangers for 

underprepared math students with transfer intent.  

To keep these students on the path to upward transfer will require quality developmental 

math instruction that can effectively prepare RCC upward transfer students for math courses at 

both the two-year and four-year institutions. That second stage is a heavier lift for developmental 

education at RCC, especially when considering that Associate in Science degree seeking students 

may require higher levels of math and science courses with a math emphasis at the community 

college, in preparation for the four-year institution. RCC’s developmental education faculty are 

not organizationally integrated with their college level math faculty counterparts. It will require 

enhanced collaboration between these developmental and college level math faculty to increase 

the prospects for upward transfer major students at RCC who come to college unprepared for 

math.  
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RCC could also help improve its own upward transfer metrics for students who arrive 

unprepared for math by enhancing its program pathways and advising procedures for those 

students. Miller (2013) found that structured pathways, with specialized advising and 

developmental coursework initiatives were present in community colleges in Texas with higher 

than expected upward transfer rates. RCC should develop a schedule and course progression for 

its A.A. and A.S. pathways that accommodates students who need additional math coursework. 

The course schedule and progression could feature slots to fit in developmental math education 

coupled with a future course progression designed to move students through their college math 

and other transfer courses as quickly as possible while minimizing loss of transfer credit. 

 Advisors should also be prepared to explain to students who want to transfer the 

implications of having to take extra math courses and how that will affect students’ upward 

transfer progression. That may require special training for advisers or selected advisers may be 

chosen to work with a specific case load of upward transfer majors who are not yet ready for 

college math. 

The confounding question for RCC is why readiness for college level math is associated 

with greater upward transfer success but college English readiness does not have a similar 

upward transfer association. When we consider that, when compared with peer institutions, RCC 

seems to be doing better with college level math success than college level English success, the 

problem is compounded. Wang (2012) posited “that the need for remediation in a certain subject, 

math in this case, rather than remediation per se, is more indicative of an academic disadvantage 

that negatively affects student achievement.” The reason math preparedness is specifically 

associated with greater levels of upward transfer is clearly an area where further research is 

needed. 
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Variable: Dual Enrollment 

 RCC university transfer students who were previously dual enrolled in college while still 

enrolled in high school were 1.51 times less likely to transfer upward than RCC university 

transfer students who were not previously dual enrolled. Dual enrollment is negatively associated 

with upward transfer at RCC. This result was unexpected, as Turk and Chen (2017) found dual 

enrollment to be positively associated with upward transfer.     

 For RCC, this question of dual enrollment and associated upward transfer is very 

important, as RCC has always had a large number of dual enrolled students utilizing both the 

early college and Career and College Promise programs (and predecessor programs). The college 

would like to tout the successful upward transfer of its dual enrolled students, saying that 

students take college classes with RCC while in high school, graduate high school and come to 

RCC as upward transfer students, and then are successful at transferring upward to a four-year 

institution. This may not be the pattern students take, though. Many of RCC’s dual enrolled 

students take college transfer courses in high school (transfer courses are the overwhelming 

choice of RCC dual enrollees) and transfer those courses straight into a four-year institution, 

bypassing the community college as a post-secondary educational destination. Students who dual 

enroll in high school but began their postsecondary career at a four-year institution are not 

captured in this study. Students under age 18 are specifically excluded, as researchers wanted to 

isolate the effects of dual enrollment to students who enroll at RCC after high school.  

Undoubtedly, some previously dual enrolled students began their college career at RCC 

as university transfer students but then changed to an Applied Science degree of some other type. 

Beyond the previously discussed potential economic benefits of non-transferrable community 

college degrees, dual enrollment likely benefits these students, as they can use many completed 
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transferrable credits toward the general education portion of their Applied Science degree at 

RCC.  

That RCC does not have a single common transfer partner that a critical mass of students 

aim to transfer upward to attend may also come into play when considering dual enrolled 

students. Community colleges often refer to articulation agreements with four-year institutions as 

two plus two agreements, as they attend the community college for two years and then transfer to 

the senior institution for two additional years to complete their bachelor degree. With a common 

transfer partner, a college could negotiate a one plus one plus two articulation agreement, where 

dual enrolled students began college classes in high school, continued taking upward transfer 

courses after graduation at the community college and then transferred upward to the four-year 

institution. Even if such an agreement were not in place, having a common upward transfer 

partner of interest would make advising, scheduling, and pathway creation much easier for RCC, 

as they would be able to design these elements of dual enrollment education around the 

preferences of the senior institution students hoped to attend. RCC’s rural location, which is 

central to many four-year institutions but only has one private four-year institution within the 

bounds of its service area, makes such planning to aid formerly dual enrolled community college 

upward transfer students more difficult for the foreseeable future. 

As a key provider of dual enrolled education in its service area, RCC needs to have a 

good understanding of its dual enrolled students, especially those that continue their education at 

RCC beyond high school graduation. This population has the potential to be an important source 

of student growth for RCC and the college should do its best to maximize those students’ 

success, whether that is through upward transfer or another path. From a competitive perspective, 

RCC may be losing these students to other educational institutions. If so, then additional focus 
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on these students, including advising, marketing, and pathway design could increase the number 

that flow through RCC on the way to transferring upward. 

Variable: Adviser Experience 

 At RCC, university transfer students assigned to academic advisers with seven or more 

years of experience were 1.41 times more likely to transfer upward than university transfer 

students assigned to academic advisers with fewer than seven years of experience. The effect 

was statistically significant but small in impact. The concept of how adviser experience affects 

upward transfer has not been heavily researched in previous upward transfer literature. 

 Ellis (2013) found that community college students who successfully transferred upward 

felt advisers needed more training in transfer processes. While a positive correlation between 

adviser experience and upward transfer was expected, that students being advised by faculty with 

seven or more years of experience were more likely to transfer was notable. Researchers 

expected experienced advisers would improve upward transfer success over inexperienced 

advisers but seven years is a long time to become experienced. RCC should be concerned about 

the seemingly long time it takes for advisers to positively contribute to student upward transfer. 

RCC should try to leverage its advisers with greater than seven years of experience to train and 

mentor less experienced advisers, specifically in the university transfer area. Additional research 

in the area of adviser experience on upward transfer students would seem warranted. 

 When considering the results of this study, as well as previous contributions to the 

upward transfer literature, a picture is starting to emerge of transfer students more likely to be 

successful at RCC. They are full time students who come to college ready for math, enroll 

continuously, have family incomes over $50,000, and have higher GPA’s. Perhaps students who 

do not fit this profile should be placed with the most experienced university transfer advisers at 
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RCC, to try to give them a leg up in the upward transfer process in the hope of trying to 

compensate for other areas that make them a less likely upward transfer candidate. This risk-

based approach to university transfer advising could pay dividends for RCC and its upward 

transfer students in terms of higher upward transfer success. 

Variable: Community College GPA        

 For every one-point increase in GPA, RCC university transfer students were 1.32 times 

more likely to transfer upward than university transfer students with a one-point lower GPA. At 

RCC, higher grades are associated with greater upward transfer. This is consistent with the 

upward transfer literature that repeatedly found higher grades at the community college were 

associated with greater likelihood of transferring upward although the impact was smaller than in 

some of the other studies (Wang, 2012; Mourad and Hong, 2008; Eagan & Jaegar, 2009; Turk & 

Chen, 2017). 

 A minimum GPA is often a requirement for both continuous enrollment and graduation at 

the community college. Students at the community college who have a GPA below 2.0 

experience academic consequences, which may include reduced course loads or sitting out a 

semester. Those polices have the potential to negatively affect full time enrollment, continuous 

enrollment, and credit accumulation, all of which are associated with reduced upward transfer. 

 Four-year institutions may require a minimum GPA for upward transfer admission and 

more selective senior institutions may require higher minimum GPA’s, either as a policy or by 

default based on the competitiveness of their applicant pool. University transfer students with 

high community college GPA’s are more likely to have more choices when making their upward 

transfer selection. Those choices may lead to better meeting the transfer preferences of those 
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students, whether they involve academic quality, major availability, or costs of the upward 

transfer partner school. 

 GPA may also come into play when considering upward transfer articulation agreements 

between community colleges and senior institutions. The NC Community College System and 

the University of North Carolina System have a Common Articulation Agreement (C.A.A.). As 

part of that agreement, community college upward transfer students are guaranteed admission to 

one of the 16 UNC System schools, provided they earn an A.A. or A.S. an NC Community 

College and have a GPA of 2.0 or higher. Many individual articulation agreements also have 

community college GPA minimum requirements. As private colleges and universities in NC 

often utilize the C.A.A. as a basis for upward transfer arrangements, the 2.0 GPA has effectively 

become a floor for community college upward transfer in the state. 

 Beyond various minimum GPA requirements, it is not surprising that students who are 

relatively more successful at the community college level and university transfer courses would 

be more inclined to transfer upward at higher rates. Upward transfer is expensive, in terms of 

tuition costs as well as the potential need to move to attend school and higher living expenses 

associated with that move. Increased living expenses are even more impactful for rural students 

who have to move to a more urban area to attend college, where living expenses will most likely 

be higher than the rural area from which they came. Another financial impact of upward transfer 

is the cost of delaying full time employment (and the associated lifetime earnings) to attend a 

senior institution, for a minimum of two years.       

 A higher GPA may act as a signal to those community college students that upward 

transfer is a better financial bet and more likely to pay off in terms of bachelor degree 

completion and higher associated life time earnings. Alternatively, a relatively lower community 
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college GPA may signal to the aspiring upward transfer student that their more limited transfer 

options (due to lower GPA) make the investment in time and earnings forgone associated with 

upward transfer to have a lower or even negative return on investment. Students may not transfer 

upward as a direct result of their relatively lower community college GPA and their reflective 

calculations on upward transfer as an investment decision. 

 For RCC, which accepts students with little regard to their academic ability, improved 

academic results for upward transfer majoring students could lead to increased student upward 

transfer. While innate academic ability and previous academic preparation of transfer students 

are factors that RCC has no control over, the college has significant opportunity to support and 

improve the academic results of transfer students while they are attending RCC.  

As discussed previously regarding college ready math, RCC’s developmental education 

courses are very important in this regard as they are one of the most important resources 

available to help ready unprepared students for college level work. Developmental courses are 

available to all students but due to their importance to gateway English and math courses and 

those courses respective transferability, organizing the developmental coursework and faculty 

along with the university transfer component at RCC has some merit.  

 RCC also requires students in their first or second semester to take a college student 

success course. The class was originally designed for transfer students but has been redesigned to 

serve all students in the college. Consequently, the course now covers many topics and serves 

many purposes. RCC should consider returning to a transfer specific success course for upward 

transfer majoring students and redesign the course to help navigate the processes, pathways, and 

challenges specifically related to upward transfer, including academic challenges and the 

supports available at the community college.  
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 RCC also requires students who experience academic difficulty (specifically a GPA that 

dips below 2.0) to take a one-time study skills course. Given the importance of GPA to upward 

transfer success as described in the literature generally and RCC specifically, waiting until a 

transfer student’s GPA goes below 2.0 may be too late, especially when considering the negative 

consequences of a GPA below 2.0 for overall upward transferability (academic suspension at the 

community college, earning a community college degree, and minimum GPA requirements at 

senior institutions). The ability to flag students struggling academically before their GPA sinks 

below 2.0 and offer academic supports, such as tutoring or some sort of embedded study skills 

assistance, could help enhance academic performance at the community college and improve 

GPA, ultimately leading to increase upward transfer. The ability to screen, identify, and 

intervene earlier with students who showed predictive signs of likely future academic difficulty, 

using a metric such as high school GPA, would be a potentially valuable metric for RCC. 

Variable: Race 

 RCC university transfer students who are racial minorities are 1.31 times more likely to 

transfer upward to a four-year institution than RCC university transfer students white. The 

finding of increased rates of upward transfer for minority students relative to their white 

counterparts is uncommon in the literature, as black and Hispanic community college students 

are typically found to transfer upward at lower rates than white students (Wang, 2012; Mourad & 

Hong, 2011; Wood, Navarez, & Hilton, 2012; Roksa and Colcagno, 2010; Lee and Frank, 1990). 

Dougherty and Kienzl (2006) did find the relationship between race and upward transfer was not 

statistically significant. The finding that minority students transfer upward at greater rates than 

white students at RCC in a statistically significant manner is surprising. It is important to note 

that the direction of the finding was unexpected but that the magnitude of the finding is small. 
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 As noted in Table 3, RCC’s upward transfer population is split roughly evenly between 

white students and minority students, with the upward transfer sample being just slightly 

majority minority. This strong representation of minority students in the RCC upward transfer 

pathway, taken along with the greater minority upward transfer rate, may suggest that RCC is 

making positive inroads with minority populations, which would be a credit to the institution. 

That the sample includes a sufficient number of minority students increases the statistical power 

of the study findings around race and is notable because minorities being under represented in 

samples is sometimes a limitation of other quantitative research. RCC has made a commitment to 

diversity, equity, and inclusion as part of the college’s strategic plan. While the odds ratio of 1.31 

is not large, making a positive impact on upward transfer for minority students would be an 

encouraging sign and RCC should investigate its practices around upward transfer to see if they 

can identify activities that are specifically serving minority students well and if those practices 

can be enhanced or duplicated.  

Variable: Continuous Enrollment 

 At RCC, university transfer students who were enrolled continuously were 1.32 times 

more likely to transfer upward than those university transfer students who did not enroll 

continuously. It is important to note that the variable continuous enrollment only showed a 

statistically significant relationship with upward transfer at the 90% confidence level (p<.10). 

When coupled with the findings in the literature regarding continuous enrollment on upward 

transfer (Wang, 2012; Lee & Frank, 1990; Dougherty & Kienzl, 2006; Eagan & Jaegar; 2009; 

Roksa & Colcagno, 2009; Shapiro et al., 2013; Adelman, 1999; Monaghan & Attewell, 2015; 

Turk and Chen, 2017), the researchers believe the finding of a statistically significant 
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relationship between upward transfer and continuous enrollment with 90% confidence is notable 

enough to warrant consideration as part of the overall study.  

 Students who enroll continuously as RCC university transfer students keep amassing 

credits and continue to make progress towards their academic goals. Continuous enrollment 

suggests (but does not guarantee) successful academic performance, as students who have a GPA 

that dips below 2.0 for consecutive semesters at RCC are place on academic suspension and must 

sit out a term. Students who enroll continuously may (depending on academic load) hit key the 

key benchmarks of 6, 9, and 12 credits found by Doyle (2009) to increase upward transfer rates 

more quickly that students who take fewer hours. Similarly, they may also reach the 20 and 40 

credit hour thresholds Monaghan and Attewell (2015) found to be associated with higher rates of 

upward transfer. Continuous enrollment is also important in that students who drop out early, 

after the first semester, often do not return to college (Crosta, 2013) and thus never make it to the 

upward transfer point or any of the other variables associated with higher upward transfer rates. 

 Continuous enrollment may be associated with attitudes and behaviors, like personal 

drive (Suarez, 2003), that help students who possess them accomplish their educational goals. 

Crosta (2013) also found early drop outs were more likely to be developmental students and, at 

RCC, developmental math placement was found to be associated with lower upward transfer 

rates. The lack of continuous enrollment may also be due to pressures outside the institution that 

students deal with, be they family, health, or financial. The study already documented the 

connection between lower incomes and lower upward transfer rates and students who stop out 

for financial reasons could be part of the connection between the lack of continuous enrollment 

and lower upward transfer. 
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 For RCC, upward transfer advising should focus on continuous enrollment. Academic 

advisers should stress the importance of continuous enrollment in working with transfer students 

in general and in course registration specifically. Students with transfer goals need to understand 

that staying enrolled, even if just for one or a few classes each semester, could help increase their 

chances of transfer success. Additionally, adviser outreach to transfer students who have not yet 

registered for the next semester is not only valuable for community college enrollment and 

financial outcomes but could also, if successful, have a positive effect on upward transfer rates. 

Variable: Attending a Rural High School 

 At RCC, university transfer students who graduated from a rural high school were 1.34 

times less likely to transfer upward than those university transfer students who graduated from a 

nonrural high school. It is important to note that a attending a rural high school only 

demonstrated a statically significant relationship with upward transfer at the 90% confidence 

level (p<.10) and that the impact is small. The effects of being rural on community college 

students are a relatively under studied area of the upward transfer literature. As such, the 

researchers believe the finding of a statistically significant relationship between upward transfer 

and attending a rural high school, with 90% confidence, has important implications for the study, 

even though it does not reach the 95% level of confidence.  

Freeman and Conley (2008), Eagan and Jaegar (2009), and Jenkins and Fink (2016) all 

found, like this model, that having a rural background was negatively associated with upward 

transfer. Those findings are a problem for rural community colleges in general and RCC 

specifically. RCC has multiple four-year institutions that are geographically closer than the range 

Jabar, Sanchez, & Epstein (2017) found community college upward transfer students in Texas 
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were considering, which suggests the gap may not be completely related to distance for the 

students attending RCC.  

RCC and other rural community colleges interested in promoting upward transfer and 

increasing upward transfer rates would do well to consider the potential inherent disadvantages 

for upward transfer associated with their rural students. Distance seems to be a factor in the 

reduced transfer rates for rural students and colleges could try to bridge the distance gap by 

engaging activities for rural students that focus on four-year institutions, such as organized trips 

to four-year transfer partners and activities on the community college campus which connect 

university personnel with prospective upward transfer students. RCC has engaged in partnerships 

with four-year institutions which promote access and participation by the community college 

upward transfer hopefuls on the four-year campus. Jenkins & Fink (2016) suggested partnerships 

and collaboration between two-year and four-year institutions were good way to improve upward 

transfer. Additional inroads in this area could be of value. 

The problem of lower upward transfer rates for rural community college students must go 

beyond just distance. Treadway (1984) cited the isolation associated with being rural. Brown & 

Swanson (2004) suggest that rural students may receive a lack of parental encouragement. 

Lykins, Spohn, & Crowther (1991) site both affordability and a desire to stay in the area as 

reasons rural students have lower upward transfer rates. Being rural, as it relates to upward 

transfer, is clearly a complex phenomenon. Rural community colleges must consider and begin 

to understand what it means to be an upward transfer student from a rural background. While 

community colleges may never eliminate the disparities in upward transfer rates for rural 

students they must respond to the unique challenges rural students face, if they desire for 

community college to be a path to a bachelor degree for rural students. 
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Implications for Practice 

The findings of this study and the results of the regression analysis regarding the factors 

that impact community college upward transfer at RCC provide guidance for educational 

practitioners (specifically at RCC and generally at other institutions) seeking to improve the 

community college upward transfer function.  

RCC should examine the model for the study, in light of the literature on community 

college upward transfer, and seek to make changes and improvements to institution practices that 

would further improve upward transfer rates. 

The model demonstrates clearly that degree completion has a strong impact on RCC 

student upward transfer. Based on the model, the most impactful way for community college 

leaders to improve upward transfer rates is to focus on and improve university transfer student 

degree completion rates. The other statistically significant variables in the model, while having a 

smaller impact on upward transfer also have practical and policy implications that, in many 

cases, interact with those impacting degree completion and upward transfer. 

RCC should examine how the college can increase degree completion in the University 

Transfer division, as the model suggests completing a degree is the best way for RCC to improve 

transfer rates. Additionally, full-time and continuous enrollment, college ready math, adviser 

experience, and community college GPA have all been linked in this study with higher rates of 

upward transfer at RCC. RCC would do well to focus on this data when seeking to develop and 

implement nationally recommended best practices for improving transfer at the institution. 

The Transfer Playbook: Essential Practices for Two- and Four-Year Colleges (Wyner, 

Deane, Jenkins, & Fink, 2016) highlights three strategies for improving transfer performance: 

make transfer student success a priority; create clear programmatic pathways with aligned high-
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quality instruction; provide tailored transfer student advising. Considering what the model has 

demonstrated about RCC and its transfer students’ success reveals areas where the institution is 

doing well with the transfer function and potential areas where the college could embrace 

research based best practices to further improve transfer success. 

Prioritizing Transfer  

Of the Playbook’s recommendations, RCC has been most successful at making transfer 

success a priority. RCC has implemented institutional wide practices that encourage transfer. 

Examples include the college’s celebration of Transfer Day, its college wide transfer fair, its 

support for hosting admissions representatives from a variety of four-year institutions, its 

articulation agreements with a number of transfer partner senior institutions, and its continued 

focus on transfer outcomes. RCC’s 37% upward transfer rate is evidence of these successes.  

RCC could further prioritize transfer by tailoring their organizational structure to better 

respond to student transfer needs. Advising and developmental education are two areas the 

model found that impacted upward transfer but RCC has not fully implemented plans for these 

areas to responds to upward transfer success. Having an emphasis on the upward transfer process 

throughout the institution, making upward transfer a focus of senior leadership, and evaluating 

institutional data regarding transfer are all practices community colleges can use to prioritize 

transfer at their institution. 

Academic Pathways to Upward Transfer 

 University transfer students at RCC were six times more likely to transfer upward if they 

completed an associate degree. When we couple degree completion with other enrollment 

intensity factors associated in the model with upward transfer, full-time and continuous 

enrollment, the importance of a clear academic pathway to earning a degree for transfer students 
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comes into focus. The importance of developmental math as a factor impacting upward transfer 

at RCC only adds to the significance of a clear academic pathway for student upward transfer. 

 The upward transfer literature has consistently focused on the importance of academic 

pathways in fostering upward transfer success. The Transfer Playbook (Wyner, Deane, Jenkins, 

& Fink, 2016) highlights clear academic pathways as one of three broad strategies for upward 

transfer success, for both two and four-year schools. The American Council on Education (n.d.) 

references pathways as one of seven effective practices that support transfer students. Increasing 

Community College Transfers: Progress and Barriers (Johnson & Mejia, 2020) cited the Guided 

Pathways initiative in California as the primary framework for achieving transfer goals. In their 

Community College to University Transfer Policy Brief, D’Amico, Chapman & Robertson 

(2021) reference statewide pathways as important work still to be done in support of community 

college upward transfer. 

 The EAB (Unknown author, 2019) highlights four pillars of the Guided Pathway 

movement: clarify pathways to end goals; help students choose and enter pathways; help 

students stay on the path; ensure students are learning. 

 RCC needs a clear academic pathway for its transfers students majoring in A.A. or A.S. 

degrees. A clear academic pathway would lead more instances of full time and continuous 

enrollment, quicker time to graduation, more efficient degree completion, few wasted credits, 

and lower college costs. Both the model and the literature suggest those outcomes associated 

with a clear pathway could improve upward transfer rates for RCC and other colleges.  

Students choosing to pursue upward transfer at RCC should have an identified plan upon 

starting their studies of what classes they will take each semester through graduation. A clear 

pathway would lead students through their coursework efficiently, minimizing both time to 
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completion and credits that do not aid students in their ultimate goal, transfer upward to a four-

year institution. A clear pathway would point students toward their straightest line to degree 

completion at the community college which, the model shows, significantly impacts upward 

transfer. The transfer pathway would include an emphasis on full-time and continuous 

enrollment which, the study also shows, to positively impact upward transfer success. 

 Currently, students at RCC have significant choices as to what courses they take on the 

path to a university transfer degree. While that level of freedom certainly has benefits for 

students, uninformed or ill-advised course selection may lead to credit loss, i.e. students taking 

classes that will not transfer, either to any four-year institution or their particular school of 

choice. Credit loss increases both the time spent at the community college and the cost of 

coursework at the two- and four-year institutions. Along with uncluttering course selection 

choices, a clear academic pathway for transfer students that focused on full-time and continuous 

enrollment would keep students moving toward their degree more quickly, potentially reducing 

costs at both the two- and four-year institutions. A clear academic pathway would include course 

scheduling that allowed students the opportunity to follow the pathway full-time and 

continuously without deviation or without having to make course modality choices that 

negatively affected student academic performance. This study highlighted the importance of 

degree completion, full-time enrollment and continuous enrollment as factors that impacted 

upward transfer. A clear academic pathway that focused on full-time and continuous enrollment 

towards the earning the transfer associate degree with an accompanying schedule to 

accommodate the plan would positively impact the upward transfer process at RCC.  

 Another factor positively associated with upward transfer in the study is readiness for 

college level math. RCC students who placed into college level math were 1.58 times likely to 
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transfer upward than students who were not ready for college level math and had to complete 

developmental math coursework. Whether or not a university transfer student is initially ready 

for college level math is another component of a clear academic pathway. 

  Like this study, Increasing Community College Transfers: Progress and Barriers 

(Johnson & Mejia, 2020) found that transfer rates were significantly higher for students who 

started in a college level math course than in a developmental math class. At the state level, NC 

has already implemented multiple measures for math placement and RCC is one of the NC 

community colleges to have moved to a corequisite model for developmental math and English. 

Both are strategies recommended by Developmental Education: Challenges and Strategies for 

reform (Schak et.al, 2017) for improving developmental education outcomes. 

 While multiple measures and corequisite courses (where the developmental course is 

taken in conjunction with, instead of before, the college level course) are positive steps, the 

higher risk faced by community college students who desire to transfer upward increases the 

need for RCC to include co-requisite developmental education as part of the clear academic 

pathway for upward transfer students. 

 Upward transfer students at RCC who are not ready for college level math need to 

understand that they are at greater risk of not transferring and their academic pathway towards 

graduation should reflect that knowledge. All RCC upward transfer students need at least one 

math class but some, depending on their academic focus or transfer intentions, may need more. 

For those students, the academic pathway at RCC will have to account for additional space in 

their schedule to take co-requisite courses along with their college level math (and/or English) 

courses. The pathway will also have to account for potentially longer time to complete their 

degree should they have to take remedial math (based on their multiple measure placement) or if 
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their course schedule or semester progression is set back due to their time in developmental 

courses. Since the need for developmental math inhibits upward transfer, the academic plan has 

to account for it to encourage degree completion. 

 Another important component of the pathway approach is to ensure students are learning. 

With developmental math and a corequisite approach, RCC will need to ensure close 

collaboration between developmental math corequisite instructors and corresponding gateway 

college level math instructors. Klempin and Karp (2015) found that college leaders need to 

manage both broad organizational changes and those at the course and support levels. To 

specifically help those upward transfer students on the developmental pathway, and to overcome 

the statistical roadblock the model found between needing developmental math and transfer, both 

the integration of the subject matter of developmental math with the corresponding college level 

math course and the collaboration of the college math and developmental instructors will be 

paramount. Research from the Tennessee Community College System (Belfield, Jenkins, & 

Lahr, 2015) noted that colleges who successfully implemented a corequisite model implemented 

it in different ways. RCC should consider the organizational structure of their developmental and 

college level math offerings to ensure collaboration, quality, and learning and it is important for 

college leadership to participate actively in that process. 

 While the clear academic pathway is important for transfer students, when we consider 

the many different course options available to transfer students, coupled with the differing 

requirements of individual four-year institutions for credit acceptance, the complexity of the 

potential academic pathway becomes apparent. RCC will need to develop upward transfer 

pathways for A.A. and A.S. students which include full time and continuous enrollment, progress 

to the degree as quickly as possible, and include the ability to accommodate students who are not 
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ready for gateway college math courses. RCC will also have to contemplate the wide variety of 

upward transfer students it serves, including working adults, family caregivers, and students who 

prefer evening classes or distance education. RCC will need to consider the varying transfer 

requirements of the many four-year institutions its students seek to attend. For RCC to 

successfully implement clear pathways will require flexible scheduling and instructional staffing. 

The task of creating clear academic pathways for the many different upward transfer students 

RCC, and many other community colleges, serves will be challenging. Ultimately, a clear 

academic pathway can lead to more degree completion, which the model in this study shows can 

positively impact upward transfer. 

Advising for Upward Transfer 

 Upward transfer students at RCC need a clear academic pathway that, this study suggests, 

leads to degree completion, as well as transfer upward to a four-year institution. The EAB (2019) 

points out that getting students on the correct academic pathway and keeping them on the 

pathway are both important components of the student success agenda. At RCC, the job of 

helping keep students on their pathway is primarily the responsibility of the faculty adviser. The 

model in this study found that upward transfer students with faculty advisers who have seven or 

more years of advising experience at the college are more likely to transfer upward than those 

students who have faculty advisers with fewer years of experience. The Transfer Playbook 

(Wyner, Deane, Jenkins, & Fink, 2016) considers tailored transfer student advising to be a key 

strategy to improving transfer outcomes. Given that degree completion is so important for 

transfer at RCC and experience with advising is also meaningful to RCC student upward 

transfer, then as RCC builds a clear academic pathway, it should seriously consider the advisers 
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and advising processes that help students along the academic pathway toward degree completion 

and the end goal of upward transfer. 

University transfer students have many choices regarding which classes they may take to 

graduate from the community college. Those choices are even more critical in the upward 

transfer process as many four-year institutions have their own unique preferences and 

requirements regarding which courses taken at the community college will transfer for credit at 

the university and how they will count as part of a student’s academic record. Having a 

knowledgeable community college adviser who can guide a student and help them build and 

follow a pathway to efficiently accumulate the credits needed to graduate from the community 

college and maximize transferability at the four-year institution the student ends up choosing to 

attend (a decision which may be fraught with variability) is critical for many students who hope 

to transfer upward.  

Perhaps this advising experience is why students assigned to faculty advisers with seven 

or more years of college service had better upward transfer outcomes. Ellis (2013) cited advisers 

needing more professional development about transfer as a recommendation from transfer 

students. Beyond just developing clear academic pathways for upward transfer students, RCC 

will need to educate faculty advisers, especially those who are new to the role, on how to 

customize the pathway for individual students of different types who have different transfer 

goals and how to help keep those students on the pathway. 

The faculty or staff adviser at RCC is in perhaps the best position to encourage many of 

the behaviors associated with improved upward transfer. First and foremost, adviser approval is 

required for students to register for classes, so the adviser is in a strong position to encourage 

behaviors like full time and continuous enrollment that are related to upward transfer success. 
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The adviser can help the student stay on an efficient path toward graduation, and the model for 

this study has shown that upward transfer is highly correlated with degree completion. If the 

university transfer student requires developmental math, the adviser can help build an academic 

plan that will keep the student on track to graduate efficiently, despite a developmental course 

roadblock. An adviser is in position to help connect students with interventions the college may 

have in place for rural students, minority students, or students having financial difficulty. An 

adviser may suggest interventions to a transfer student experiencing academic difficulty. The 

study helps highlight the importance of advising in successful upward transfer initiatives.  

Advising is a key component to upward transfer success, along with clear academic 

pathways to degree completion. Inexperienced advisers at RCC correlate negatively with transfer 

success in their first six years of advising. RCC should consider ways to make their transfer 

specific advisers more effective earlier in their careers. A qualitative study by RCC that seeks to 

talk with advisers and upward transfer students to determine what accounts for more experienced 

advisers’ apparent greater success with students transferring upward would be of great value. 

Transfer specific advising training, which would include training on academic planning for 

transfer students interested in specific schools and for transfer students needing developmental 

coursework, is important. The findings of this study, including the importance of full time, 

continuous enrollment and degree completion would be important to share with inexperienced 

advisers.    

A positive takeaway for institutions is that implementing changes around upward transfer 

has benefits for all colleges wishing to improve transfer rates, not just those similar to RCC. A 

key takeaway from Tracking Transfer (Jenkins & Fink, 2016) is that  
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Institutional practices that serve transfer students well can lead to better-than-expected 

outcomes for institutions with relatively few resources or more educationally 

disadvantaged students. It also indicates that institutions could improve their transfer 

performance if they changed the way they serve transfer students… 

Building clearer academic pathways, better training transfer advisers, and improving the advising 

process in ways that better serve upward transfer students at the community college are 

something all colleges can strive for and that the findings of this study support. All three are 

relatively low-cost strategies community college leaders can embrace and implement that should 

lead to more degree completion and, based on the strong correlation in this model, higher upward 

transfer rates. 

Limitations 

 This model of factors associated with upward transfer at a rural community college has 

several limitations that researchers must acknowledge in light of the study findings as well as the 

implications for practice and future research. 

 The population being studied included all students who enrolled in RCC no earlier than 

the Fall 2013 semester but no later than the Fall 2016 semester and declared a university transfer 

major at some point. That yielded a population of 2,141 students. Missing data was common in 

the population and is a limitation on the results of the study. Of the 2,141 students that made up 

the sample, 685 students had missing data, where at least one of the variables being studied was 

not available for analysis, and those students were excluded from the sample. The most common 

reason for missing data was that the student had not completed the Free Application for Federal 

Student Aid (FAFSA). Several variables in the study were obtained through financial aid records 

and 329 students in the population did not complete the FAFSA and were excluded from the 
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sample. Another 356 students were part of the population but were not included in the sample 

because one or more variables not associated with the FAFSA was missing from their record. 

The final sample size was 1,456 students. 

 Missing data is a limitation of the study, both generally due to the total number of 

students excluded from the study and specifically, due to the students who were excluded 

because their data obtained via the FAFSA was not available. Students were not considered as 

part of the sample if researchers lacked information on one or more of the study variables. 

Financial Aid eligibility is primarily based on family income and excluding students who did not 

complete the FAFSA may systematically exclude students with higher family incomes from the 

study. 

 Bahr, Sparks, & Hoyer (2018), in a study of over 25,000 students, based on the NCES 

High School Longitudinal Study of 2009, found that 24% of high school graduates did not fill 

out the FAFSA. Over 30% of those students thought they could afford college without financial 

aid or thought they may not qualify for financial aid. Bahr, Sparks, & Hoyer also found that 29% 

of student in the lowest quintile of family income did not complete the FAFSA, compared to 

only 22% of students in the highest family income quintile.  

 We can make inferences about RCC based on national data to give us some idea about 

the RCC students who did not complete the FAFSA. RCC’s university transfer students complete 

the FAFSA at higher rates (85%) than the national cohort (65%). Nationally, more lower income 

students fail to complete the FAFSA than higher income students and, if we consider that in light 

of the 329 RCC FAFSA non-completers, it would suggest that the RCC non-completers are not 

over represented by high family income students. Nevertheless, data missing from the study, due 
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to the FAFSA, as well as other missing variables, is a limitation to the researchers’ knowledge 

and conclusions of the study that readers should consider. 

 Hours worked at a job by university transfer students is a variable that is glaringly 

missing from the study. RCC does not track or record the hours that students work and 

alternative methods of exploring hours worked (work study students, students taking work-based 

learning) would have led to small samples that lacked comparability. Numerous sources in the 

literature (Perna & Odle, 2020; Carnevale, Smith, Melton, & Price, 2015; Dundes & Marx, 2007) 

report that college students who work 15 to 20 hours per week perform better academically than 

those who work more or less hours. Determining if hours worked by RCC transfer students 

affects their upward transfer success would be a useful variable to have included in the study. 

 This study is specific to one rural community college, RCC, over a specific time period 

that extended from 2013 through 2019. Unlike studies that consider national cohorts of students 

or randomized samples of a population, this study lacks direct generalizability and comparability 

to other institutions. Like all community colleges, RCC has its own unique characteristics that 

differentiate it from other colleges and those differences are likely to have some level of 

influence on the study results. While the findings regarding RCC may be meaningful for other 

practitioners, making direct inferences regarding how results of this study translate to other 

institutions may not be appropriate. 

 This study focuses on students who declared A.A. and A.S. at RCC and uses major 

choice as an action demonstrating student intent to transfer upward. In the NC Community 

College System, A.A. and A.S. majors are specifically designed for upward transfer and 

considered university transfer majors. Other community college major options, such as the 

A.A.S. are primarily career focused. While students can and do transfer upward with A.A.S. 
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degrees, declaring an A.A.S. major in and of itself does not demonstrate any intent to transfer. 

Furthermore, any intent to transfer by A.A.S. degree seeking students is self-reported and self-

reported intent to transfer upward is neither particularly reliable nor information RCC tracks for 

previous students. For reasons both practical (information is unavailable) and theoretical (self-

reported intent to transfer upward is not very reliable) the study ignores A.A.S. students who 

transfer upward from RCC and RCC would show higher numbers of upward transfer students 

and differing but unknown transfer rates than those in the study, if A.A.S. students were 

included.  

The specific time period studied was chosen, in part, because prior years would have 

fallen under a different articulation agreement which governed community college transfer in NC 

and differing methods of developmental education in the North Carolina Community College 

System. Major changes to community college practices after the study period was completed, 

such as the effects of the Covid-19 Pandemic on two-year institutions, are also not considered. 

Thus, the study results may not be directly applicable to upward transfer students starting college 

before 2013 or after 2019. While RCC is of interest to study because of some of its important 

characteristics, like its size and geography, it is important to understand that this action-oriented 

research is specific to this one institution at this particular point in time. 

Suggestions for Additional Research 

 In many instances, this model of upward transfer at RCC aligns with previous research on 

community college upward transfer. However, there are findings in the study of RCC that 

warrant additional investigation as part of the broader discussion of community college upward 

transfer in the educational research literature.  
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Improving the Model 

 The logistic regression model in this study explains approximately 21% of the variance 

between the dependent variable upward transfer and the independent demographic, pre-college, 

academic, environmental, and financial aid variables at RCC. Given the complexity of the 

community transfer process and the myriad of variables that impact community college upward 

transfer, 21% indicates the model is useful for analysis. That said, there are undoubtedly other 

factors at work at RCC that impact upward transfer and additional variables or adjustments to the 

model, variables, population and sample, or research design could improve the model and these 

are potential avenues for additional research. 

 The model primarily uses quantitative data because that is what is collected, categorized, 

and available from RCC, especially when researching in institution retrospectively. Much of this 

data is measured and archived by RCC for external reporting purposes. Additional qualitative 

data, such as advising quality or satisfaction with instruction based on student responses that can 

still be measured statistically, would potentially add to the explanatory power of the model.  

Information about student interaction with elements of RCC, such as student-faculty 

interaction or participation in college sponsored extracurricular activities, might tell us more 

about how those institutional interactions impact community college student upward transfer at 

RCC. Student level characteristics, whether they are quantitative, like first generation student 

status, time spent working or studying outside of class, or qualitative, like determination or drive 

(Suarez, 2003) might also offer statistical insight into upward transfer at RCC.  

Collecting these types of additional data would require an expanded research design. 

While difficult to accomplish in the same retrospective manner as this study, surveys of 

university transfer students at RCC would yield meaningful data that might improve the 
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predictive power of the model. Qualitative research methods, such as interviews, might also 

prove useful, provided the results could be interpreted numerically and incorporated into the 

model statistically. 

In considering the current variables, population, and sample used in the model there are 

areas for further improvement. Increasing the population and sample size, whether in terms of 

timeframe considered or adding additional institutions with similar characteristics to RCC, could 

lead to a more powerful explanatory model. Looking at the individual variables, attending a rural 

high school stands out. More narrowly defining students’ urban, suburban, or rural status, either 

by moving beyond just high school attended or using more refined and granular demographic 

measures of where students live could lead to a more nuanced understanding of the impact of 

being rural on community college student upward transfer at RCC. 

Adding additional students, institutions, variables, data, and additional research methods 

to the model could improve its predictive power and are all items researchers, practitioners, and 

policy makers should consider as they continue to examine how to improve the community 

college student upward transfer process.   

Earning a Degree 

 This study found that earning a degree at RCC was strongly associated with upward 

transfer from the community college to a four-year institution. While earning a degree has been 

found to be associated with upward transfer throughout the literature, the sheer impact in this 

study, where RCC university transfer students who earn an associate degree are six times more 

likely to transfer upward to a four-year school than those who do not, is meaningful.  

 Besides the size of the impact on upward transfer, this finding surrounding earning a 

degree is important for several reasons. Earning a degree is not a requirement to transfer upward 
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and students can, and regularly do, transfer from a community college to a four-year institution 

with less than sixty hours of community college credit, sometimes significantly less. If earning 

an associate degree is not needed, then why is doing so such a significantly large indicator of 

upward transfer at RCC? Are the findings at RCC of upward transfer increasing by a factor of six 

repeated at other similar colleges? What is it about earning a degree that has such a positive 

impact on upward transfer? These are all questions that are important, both for the community 

colleges supplying transfer students and the institutions receiving them. More research into the 

relationship between earning a two-year degree and transferring to a four-year school would be 

of value. 

Race and Gender 

This study of RCC found that race was associated with upward transfer in a statistically 

significantly way, but with negative correlations, which differed from previous studies. Gender, 

in this study of RCC, was not found to have a statistically significantly association with 

community college student upward transfer.  

Issues related to diversity, equity, and inclusion in higher education are highly relevant to 

the current national discussion surrounding higher education and have received increased 

attention as of late. Race and gender are paramount in those conversations. They are worthy of 

more nuanced attention and additional research as they relate to two-year and four-year 

institutions. 

At RCC students of a minority race (defined in the study as black, Hispanic, or other 

races) were more likely to transfer upward from community colleges to four-year institutions 

when compared to white students, although the impact was small. It is also important to note that 

the RCC university transfer sample in the study was roughly evenly split between white and 
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minority students. This even split increase the statistical power of the study findings around race, 

which is notable because minority portions of samples are sometimes small relatively small in 

proportion to the overall samples in the literature. 

Given the importance of bachelor degree completion for increased lifetime income, the 

disparity at which white and minority students earn bachelor degrees, and the importance of the 

community college as a pathway for minority students into higher education and, ultimately to a 

bachelor degree via the upward transfer process, research surrounding how minorities experience 

and successfully navigate the upward transfer process will continue to be important in 

contributing to our knowledge and understanding of the upward transfer process. 

When considering gender, we should first note that the sample of RCC upward transfer 

students was 68% female. We should also consider an important element of the literature review 

in Chapter 2, where relatively older studies of upward transfer found that being female was 

associated with lower rates of transfer upward from community colleges to four-year institutions 

(Velez & Javalgi, 1987; Surrette, 2001; Lee & Frank, 1990). More recent studies of upward 

transfer did not find the same levels of association between gender and upward transfer and some 

studies found no statistically significant association between upward transfer and gender at all 

(Dougherty & Kienzl, 2006; Roksa & Colgano, 2010; Shapiro, 2013). At RCC, gender also does 

not appear to have a statistically significant association with upward transfer success.  

While we cannot definitively say colleges have closed the gender gap between males and 

females transferring upward, the research including this study seem to suggest it has narrowed 

over time, which is very exciting news. More research is needed to determine if a gender 

disparity between males and females still exists in community college upward transfer and what 

dynamics of the relationship between gender and upward transfer are still relevant. 
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Dual Enrollment 

 Turk and Chen (2017) have found that dual enrollment was positively associated with 

increased upward transfer rates. This study did not find that same association at RCC and the 

association between dual enrollment and upward transfer was negative, albeit the impact was 

small. A negative association is especially interesting because RCC has a long history of 

enrolling high school students in community college classes and has often dual enrolled high 

school students at higher volumes than other institutions. Exactly how and why dual enrollment 

encourages upward transfer, if it does so at all, is a meaningful avenue for additional research. 

Dual enrollment has grown nationally and that growth has been supported by state budgets and, 

ultimately, tax payers. Understanding if, how, and why dual enrollment impacts community 

college upward transfer is an important area for future research. 

The Impact of Being Rural 

 In this study of RCC, attending a rural high school was found to be negatively associated 

with community college upward transfer but at a lower level of statistical significance than in 

other studies (p<0.10). The impact was also small, with rural students only being 1.34 times less 

likely than nonrural students to transfer upward. While that finding was generally aligned with 

other studies (Freeman & Conley, 2008; Eagan & Jaegar, 2009; Jenkins & Fink, 2016) both the 

questions of what constitutes as rural student and why rural students transfer upward from 

community colleges at lower rates than urban and suburban students have not been definitively 

answered in the literature.  

Many definitions of rural student have been used in community college research. 

Establishing an agreed upon definition of what makes a student rural would be particularly useful 

in further upward transfer research. Answering the question of why rural community college 
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students transfer at lower rates and what can be done about those issues is an under researched 

topic that is especially important to the many rural community colleges across the country. When 

we consider the 58 community colleges in NC and how just two of the large urban colleges 

enroll over 25% of the students in the entire system, it becomes clear that not all students 

experience or are impacted by community colleges in the same way. Additional research of any 

type into issues surrounding rural community colleges would help these institutions better serve 

their students. 

Adviser Experience 

 Advising in the community college setting is a heavily researched topic but years of 

adviser experience at the community college, as it relates to upward transfer, had not been 

significantly studied in the literature. Perhaps the lack of research on the topic is due to the 

quantitative nature of the question relative to the qualitative nature of other types of advising 

research. 

At RCC, the finding of a statistically significant positive association between upward 

transfer and having an academic adviser with seven or more years of experience at the 

community college was notable, even though the effect was small. Upward transfer from 

community colleges to four-year institutions is complex and it would seem reasonable that 

advisers who have more experience with the process might positively effect students seeking to 

transfer upward. Whether or not adviser experience impacts upward transfer success on a 

national level has not been determined (or heavily examined) in the literature and would be a 

useful question to have answered as part of the greater body of upward transfer knowledge. 

Qualitative research that examines RCC’s transfer advising practices to attempt to determine 

why this experience gap exists in upward transfer advising at RCC would be of great value. 
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Concluding Statement 

This study proposed a model of factors that impact upward transfer to a four-year 

institution from a rural community college. Upward transfer is an important component of the 

community college mission, as it provides a pathway for students of all types, including those 

from historically disadvantaged backgrounds, to attain a bachelor degree. The study embraced 

the concept that community colleges have more control over and ability to impact some 

components of the transfer process like students actually transferring upward, more than others, 

such as academic success at, and graduation from, the four-year institution.  

The study found that RCC university transfer students transfer upward at a rate of 37% 

(higher than both state and national measures) and the model found that earning a degree, family 

income, full-time enrollment, being college ready for math, dual enrollment, adviser experience, 

community college GPA, and race were all associated with community college student upward 

transfer in a statistically significant way. Attending a rural high school and continuous 

enrollment were also found to have a statistically significant relationship with upward transfer, at 

a lower level of confidence. Earning a degree was highly correlated with upward transfer and is 

the single most important variable to focus on in regard to upward transfer rates. 

The data suggest that community colleges aiming to improve upward transfer rates 

should consider demographic, pre-college, and academic factors in a fully integrated institutional 

approach to help improve upward transfer rates both in general and especially around degree 

completion, academic pathways, and advising practices.  

Researchers noted that missing data, especially around the FAFSA, was a limitation of 

the research, that hours worked by students would have been a particularly useful variable that 
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was not available for study, and that the singularity of the institution and timeframe being 

evaluated limit the generalizability of the study results to other colleges.  

Additional research is needed to determine how and why race, gender, dual enrollment, 

and being rural impact upward transfer aspiring students in today’s community college 

environment. This study contributes to the overall understanding of community college upward 

transfer to four-year institutions. 
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Appendix A: SAS Program and Output for Logistic Regression Procedure 

 

proc import 

 datafile="C:\Users\dgood156\Documents\GoodsonData.xlsx" 

 out=Diss_Data 

 dbms=xlsx 

 replace; 

 sheet="Sheet1"; 

 getnames=yes; 

run; 

 

libname dmg "D:\diss"; 

  data one; set dmg.Goodson_data; 

 

    if RACE ge 0 and race le 1 then newrace = 1; 

if RACE ge 2 and race le 4 then newrace = 0;  

if F_INC ge 50000 then newincome = 1; 

if F_INC le 50000 then newincome = 0; 

if ADV_EXP ge 0 and ADV_EXP le 6 then new_advexp = 0; 

if ADV_EXP ge 7 and ADV_EXP le 27 then new_advexp = 1; 

run; 

proc logistic descending; 

class trans_up; 

model trans_up = AGE NEWRACE GENDER NEWINCOME D_Enroll COL_RDY_MAT 

COL_RDY_ENG RUR_HS CCGPA DEGREE new_advexp FT_ENROLL CONT_ENROLL PARENT 

ON_PELL / rsquare; 

run; 
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Model Information 

Data Set WORK.ONE  

Response Variable TRANS_UP TRANS_UP 

Number of Response Levels 2  

Model binary logit  

Optimization Technique Fisher's scoring  

 

 

Number of Observations Read 2141 

Number of Observations Used 1456 

 

 

Response Profile 

Ordered 

Value TRANS_UP 

Total 

Frequency 

1 1 550 

2 0 906 

 

Probability modeled is TRANS_UP='1'. 

 

 685 observations were deleted due to missing values for the response or explanatory variables. 

 

 

Model Convergence Status 

Convergence criterion (GCONV=1E-8) satisfied. 

 

 

Model Fit Statistics 

Criterion 

Intercept 

Only 

Intercept 

and 

Covariates 

AIC 1932.512 1613.179 

SC 1937.795 1697.714 

-2 Log L 1930.512 1581.179 
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R-Square 0.2133 Max-rescaled R-Square 0.2904 

 

 

Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0 

Test Chi-Square DF Pr > ChiSq 

Likelihood Ratio 349.3333 15 <.0001 

Score 334.0051 15 <.0001 

Wald 266.9605 15 <.0001 

 

 

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Parameter DF Estimate 

Standard 

Error 

Wald 

Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

Intercept 1 -1.6884 0.4107 16.9018 <.0001 

AGE 1 -0.0105 0.0124 0.7167 0.3972 

Newrace 1 -0.2686 0.1295 4.3029 0.0380 

GENDER 1 0.1594 0.1420 1.2590 0.2618 

Newincome 1 0.5168 0.1552 11.0889 0.0009 

D_ENROLL 1 -0.4114 0.1721 5.7176 0.0168 

COL_RDY_MAT 1 0.4559 0.1787 6.5088 0.0107 

COL_RDY_ENG 1 0.0161 0.1786 0.0081 0.9283 

RUR_HS 1 -0.2956 0.1661 3.1662 0.0752 

CCGPA 1 0.2786 0.0668 17.3705 <.0001 

DEGREE 1 1.7916 0.1642 119.0749 <.0001 

new_advexp 1 0.3419 0.1394 6.0150 0.0142 

FT_ENROLL 1 0.4717 0.1358 12.0663 0.0005 

CONT_ENROLL 1 0.2801 0.1613 3.0132 0.0826 

PARENT 1 -0.2211 0.1736 1.6216 0.2029 

ON_PELL 1 -0.1193 0.1670 0.5109 0.4747 
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Odds Ratio Estimates 

Effect 

Point 

Estimate 

95% Wald 

Confidence Limits 

AGE 0.990 0.966 1.014 

newrace 0.764 0.593 0.985 

GENDER 1.173 0.888 1.549 

newincome 1.677 1.237 2.273 

D_ENROLL 0.663 0.473 0.928 

COL_RDY_MAT 1.578 1.111 2.239 

COL_RDY_ENG 1.016 0.716 1.442 

RUR_HS 0.744 0.537 1.030 

CCGPA 1.321 1.159 1.506 

DEGREE 5.999 4.349 8.277 

new_advexp 1.408 1.071 1.850 

FT_ENROLL 1.603 1.228 2.091 

CONT_ENROLL 1.323 0.964 1.815 

PARENT 0.802 0.570 1.127 

ON_PELL 0.888 0.640 1.231 

 

 

Association of Predicted Probabilities and 

Observed Responses 

Percent Concordant 77.1 Somers' D 0.541 

Percent Discordant 22.9 Gamma 0.541 

Percent Tied 0.0 Tau-a 0.255 

Pairs 498300 c 0.771 

 

 

 


